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Police Can strike 
F~AINT JOHN, N.B. (CP) Bathurst, N.B., where • 
- -  With city police poised to speed ,  and vandals ran CPU WILL  
strike as early as mldaf- wild for a week, .council 
ternoon today, there.was no couldpreesurethe provincial CONTRA 
lndloUon late Tue~dayffa government into passing SIGN CT 
flurry of. meetings would l~iMation prohibiting police 
succeed in keeping the 200- strikes. VANCOUVER iCPi -- plants, but the appllcation 
man force m-the tub. He said' police a:e The7,-500-member was turned downM~day 
Local 61, Canadian Union prepared to settle any time Canadian Paperworkers' because there "was no 
of Public • Employees, before the strike deadline for Union (CPU) will'sign a agreement between the 
representing police here, ~en~oney recommended by.  new, two-year master CPU and the company. 
served notice on the city the c0ncllaUon board' and contract with the British. The board said, 
Tu.esday that a vote earlier other items already agreed Columbia forest industry however, that MacMillan 
in the day unanimously on. .  B'ut' he warned • today. A CPU Bloedel can re-apply for 
approved striking. The negotiations will get tougher spokesman said Tuesday the order when the CPU 
policemen can legally leave ff the police strike, that results from all but signs a new agreement. 
their Jobs at 3 p.m, ADT ( The union will insist on re- one of the 18 locals had PPWC pickets from the 
2p, m, EDT) 24 hours after opening talks on several been tallied and that it Harmac mill have'also, 
the notice was served, fringe benefits if they strike, was fair. to assume the shut down MacMillan 
There were unconfirmed he said. contract., would be Bloedel 's building 
reports that a tentative The' police earlier ac- ratified, materials division and 
settlement, was reached by cepted all the recom- The lnternatlmal corrugated container 
the inside workers Who face mendati0ns in the con. Woodworkers of America plant in New West. 
the. same contract dif- cillat/on report and council (IWA) is .recommending minster, its paper mill in 
flculfles as the' police and hw, accepted everything that its 37,000 members Delta and its Chemainus 
who are also in a legal strike except the wage increases, accept he new contract, sawmill and Northwest 
position which provides the rich. • Bay logging operation ,m 
Neither unioa nor city offl. Meanwhile, many city est wage and benefits Vancouverlsland. 
c/Ms could be reached to merchants who fear the package ver offered by The company also has 
confirm the report, police will strike, were the i~]ustry. ' applied for cease-and- 
• Any settlement reached by preparing to protect their IWA spokesmen said desist orders at the three 
negotiators would have to be premises against trouble' indicntl~s are that. its Vancouver-area plants. " 
approved by both city such as that in Bathurst members will accept he On Saturday, 150 
council and the. union where window.breaking and contract but final results members of PPWC Local LJaie MaClllJ says cievelopment coming membership, looting were-widespread in  were not expected until 7went on'strike at the 
• The unions set in motlm the downtown area during next week. Mayo Forest Products 
their plans for strikes m the seven-day strike. The third and smallest mill at Nanaimo and the 
• " ' " ' " Monday when city council Businesswoman Barbara forestry union, the 5,S00- local's picketing was 
• . • . • dropped its controversial. S~. emerhorn said she was. member Pulp, Paper and expande4. Tuesday' af .  Kemano Is the future demand for a clauN prepared, to board up the Woodworkers of Canada ,moon, the  Saltair requidngeityworkerstollve windows of her small (PPWC), has narrowly mill, 15 kilometres outh 
in the city but refused to downtown curtain and. rejected the contract by of Nanaimo. It was not for Alcan development approve wage increases drapery shop and she would 51.6percent. known if the 175 IWA recommend d by outside be surprised if many other The PPWC now is on members a  Salt.air were 
experts who helped in stores.did not do the same. strike at MacMillan still on the job. , 
. negotiations, , Security services in the Bloedel's Harmac mill at IWA pickets have shut 
• . A mediator recommended citysaid they have been busy Nanalm0 and had sent ' down MacMillan Bloedei 
. 7w~g~e?C~eases of ven and with requests foe protection pickets out from there to sawmills, a plywood mill 
ent 'in a two-year lint limited manpower would close down company and four logging diviMons . .  • , . . '  . , 
- . . . . . . . .  ~ • • • ' . ] contract for the ,inside' rester the number of new operations at Port • in the Alberni Valley on 
..... "i.:. ~. i, , i b y~ C~eg-MM.~eto n, ~:;~.. , _:~. Healsffnoted that.the company w0uld have. to :. [ workers :and a conciliation: cummers . .  ~,. Albernl and Powell River' Vancouver Island. 
:.L- J~r~( ~L~.~J~-_n~.iid~i~'tn, ' Aau~mith,: n~ager  0f K-9 whou~ :.workers :...~are - The'. :~new. "euntract : 
• ,,,~ ,,,m© vsmnemnS-,ummum  canaua ' ' " |  two years for police cc~. extraordinary number of MacMillan Bloedel had an.hour .increase in the 
• tends to lie in. British Columbia, in the  nor- "You can't get enough people quicklyand you . " stables who n0w eam about requests for help butwith" applied for a cease-and, flrst year and g0 cents or 
• : thwest," Dal~ Madill, the vice president of power can't get the financial resources quickly enough' $17,000 a year. , five men and 15 trained ogs desist order from the B.C. 9.5 per cent, whichever is 
and services f~r Alcan Smelters and Chemicals to do all tMs over night/' MadiU stated, adding Police union president he could do little but serve Labor Relations Board to higher, in the second 
Ltd. said in an interview after a recent weekend .that. the world market wouldn't absorb that ' Gerald Shannon accused his existing clients . stop picketing at the CPU year. 
celebration to mark a 25th anniversary at the much more material that quicldy in any case. council of t ry~ to Wovoke a ~ Lame Hudson of Parrtown ' 
company's Kemanohydro electric generation .. strike, saying the council's Security, tlte company which C a n a d a  h a s  
recommended increase for patrols most shopping malls station on (he Douglas Channel about 100 While Madlll said that'snieiters were not his policemen was $100 less than here, said it would be lm. 
Idlometres by air from Terrace.. department and was reluctant to talk about the city had .agreed to pay possible to hire extra men on 
locations for the smelters an expansion at ' two months ago when nego- short notice although he reI'ugee policy 
Madill eaut/oned, however, that there would be Kemano would power, it'is known that company ttatlon~ were underway, would be able to provide 
no immediate aluminum smelter expansion here thinking'now is to try to keep plants down to Shannon said that by some extra protection, with 
but that when the planned extemion of Kemano about 600 workers to make them more provoking a strike, which his 100-man staff by. ln- 
is completed there would be about 2,000 new jobs manageable and avoid a local strike shutting might have results imilar to creasing overtime and OTTAWA (CP) -- Thegov- fleers can screen each week i 
after the construction of both the electricity down large operations. Alcan now employs 3,oo0 one earlier this mo~th in cancelling leave, ernmenthammered out final in the dozens of camps in i 
generation plant and then the smelter it is to workers in British Columbia, the majority of details Tuesday of a plan to Malaysia, Thatland,~: 
power are finlshed, them theKitimatsmelter. Terrace fire Increase the number of Singa.re, Hung Kong andi Southeast Asian refugees the Philippines. !: 
• ., . coming to Canada as Ex. Meantime, at a news :i 
"Our business is malting aluminum for world Madill said the construction of smelters here ternai Affairs Minister Flora" c'or~ere~ce, Atkey said the i: 
mark~ts~Madil~a~d`re~errin~t~:s~ggest~ns`~.w~u~du~tnec~ssar~y`~be~ma~an`n~.~ near trail MacDonald prepared to military plane~couldbrinlli: 
that the company would expand Kemano In that construction of new smelters: depended :oii . leave to an international re/- 2,ooo refugees to Canada in I 
order to sell the electricity. He stated that the the world market, u~ee conference. ' July, August and September. '. 
Immigration Minister l~on The government also has 
potential power that Alean wanted to develop in " . Atkey told reporters after a arranged flights through CP 
this area was enofigh to operate three new "It,s a combination of When the market con- A three-man i itial attack crew was busy Tuesday long session of the inner Air and Ontario Worldair 
'~ smelters the size of the Grandbel smelter In ditions and the financial possibilities are such the hiking trafl, said Bob Wflson, assistant ranger with with the result of the Canada, but the potential Qu bec~ that we start the completion of Kemano and putting out a small sp t fire on Terrace Mou tain ear cabinet hat he is delight d and is negotiating wi h Air 
building ou~ industrial base hopefully at a Pace the provincial forest service, deliberations which would be movement on these planes 
:' .While neither, Madfll nor other.  /dean that doesn't cause huge .waves In the whole While the crew worked with hand tools and back .announced this m~ning, has not been spelled out ' He told an earlier news publicly. 
economic system of British Columbia but goes on pumps on the ground ahelicopter assisted from the air conference the cabinet was Attempts to charter aship 
.representatives would talk about specific dates steadily creating new jobs." with a monsoon bucket, considering a program that were continuing, and the for the expansion of the present facilities in the - " 
Wilson said that a local resident spotted smoke on would increase refugees, governmerit.sponsored ' ' 
northwest, it is common knowledge in the 260- the mountain at her home and called the forest ser- ' both those sponsored by the quota of 8,-000 lndochinese person community at the power station site that Alean began construcUon of Kemano in 1949 
there has been increased activity on research after being invited by' the BriUsh Columbia vice. government and by private .refugees in 1979 may be 
projects for the expansion, government to investigate the hydro electric The fire covered asmail 20 foot by 30 foot area but it groups, raked, Atkey said. 
potential o f  northern water systems and the served to remind everyone that hot weather brings He said the announcement Miss MacDonald is to an- 
. will be made jointly by .nounce Canada's plans at the 
.Drilling crews and environmental "impact feasibility of aluminum smelting here. with it the danger of forest fires, himselfandMlssMacDonald conference on Friday in a 
• Thehazard in theTerrace.Kitimat area is presently who later will fly to the brief speech. But depart- researchers are completing their phases of what 
company spokesman call an update on "a Situated at the foot of Mt .  DuBoise, the moderate, but climbing while it is high in the Nass refugee conference in meat officials kay the 
continuing feasibility study" into adding to the Kemano' generating station uses water from a area, he said. ' Geneva. significant Work at the 
On Monday Atkey an. conference will take place reservoir created afterthe Nechako River was sourced what he called a before and between the 
e~ht turbines now generating power for Alcan. blocked off. As well as the construction of the major breakthrough in speeches during con- 
' Kenney Dam, 150 miles east of Kemano, con- BERR YKILLED refugee transportation, sultations between ministers 
As well as expansion plans gor Kemano, there struction of the water supply meant building a processing and faclltles for from around the world, 
has also recently been a fie-in with fhe B.C. spillway which is part way between the dam and Terrace RCMP report Stanley Ray Berry, 20, private sponsorships. Miss MacDonald plans to 
Hydro power grid. This gives Alcan additional the power house. This spillway is reed to control driver of a Ford pickup involved in an accident A defence spokesman said align Canada with other 
hydro electric supluses semng the surplus, flooding on the Fraser River system in addition themilltary'sflve'Boelng707 countries that want o openly 
electricity to Hydro. Before the Kemano to controlling the amount of water in the died in ho~spital h Vancouver shortly after 5 p.m. medical assistance can be fie-in, early Mondary morning near Kleanza Creek, aircraft and military • was the source of electricity for the three cities reservoir, dlscuss the p011Ucal renmm 
for the exodus of tens at o~ the Pacific Northwest; Kitlmat, Terrace and Monday. immediately available for 
thousands of persons, par- Berry and two other passengers in the vehicle, refugee rescues, ticularly ethnic Chinese, 
Prince Rupert. The construction of the power house involved l ~hawn Reiten, 17, and Jeffrey Robert Church, 19, Theoretically 1,000 refugees from Vietnam. . 
three seperate tunnelling operations to build the' were all residents of Coos Bay, Oregon. Reiten could be brought in 'on the 
Madill said the expansion of Kemano, which route through the mountain the water travels to and Church are still in Mills Memorial hospital, planes each week, he said. She also has stated 
would about double the capacity o f  896,000 the turnbines, also housed inside the mountain. However, use of the air. 
Police say cause of death has yet to be craft would depend on how suade other countries to stop • kilowatts, 10 times the power required for the determinedand an autopsy will be held. p blicly her desi e to per- 
three clues of this area or about the electricity While construction ofthe Kemano project was quickly and how many aid program~ that benefit 
.req..uh'ements of Vancouver. The number of jobs underway, the company was also building the ' refugees Immigration of- Vietnam. 
m mat community would not substantially in- smelter and the town of Kitimat, carved out of a 
crease because only a few more technitlons and Balsam forest on the Douglas 6~annel, about7~. Pipeline repairs continue ~ only slightly bigger maintenance rew would kflometres from Terrace. 
required as fl~e technology now allows for 
more operation.' Alcan uses the electricity from the Kemano PaclfleNorthern Gas is 'sales and service, -"a:s Prince Rupert at this will be situated under 
plant in the worms in Kitimat to smelt aluminum trucking liqulfled natural that the company hopes time, he said. water, he said. One factor Madill cited that the company must from alumina made frbm South American' 
consider in expansion plan~ is the cost. He said Bauxite. gas from Vancouver to to have the bypass A break in the pipeline The cause of the break 
the expense involved in building the company's Prince Rupert while an completed by the occured July 11 at the is unknown because the 
- 18-man crew works on weekend, at which time section that crosses the pipeline is situated under new smelter in Quebec is about ~Pl00 million. That Electricity from Kemano began to  flow to constructing a bypass . normal service to Prince Skeena River. Delays in water where it is 
figure does not include the cost of the power Kltimat in 1954 and the first ingot of alumlnu~ around a break in the Rupert is expected to construction the 3,600 foot damaged but company 
station expansion, was poured in August of that year. pipeline 30 miles west of resume, bypass are being caused spokesmen suspect It 
Terrace. by high and swift water in could be a delayed 
There is no shortage of the Skeena River. About reaction to last fall's 
John Low, manager of natural Mas supplies in 1,500 feet of the bypass flooding in the northwest. 
i 
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INCANADA . , • " . ,  : 
Economic  troubl e iis.::. .predlcted. "  ., 
~rTAWA (~)  -- A new ~nada~din  ito qunr ly  board ~et iom had to he,'. i~U ~ f~'. Cud.," ~vt~ed~U,~.  tsh~ded M~.~ Ath~.,~ade 
prediction of trouble ahead forecast hat the country in given some credence which selb 70 per e~tt of its for recession,. "Cotret announced the 
Then herau~l  some eye- government is putting $100 for the economy prompted headed into a loog period of "because they are. no~ . exporte south of th~ border, brows by lesving the iml~es- million into the Canada 
cantioosandeantrndictory slow growth cooplodwith ~~tha~f t f ]~e l~u, ;S .  m ~ . ~ ~ ~  
reactions from senior higher inflation and ,ion that federal revenues Works Job creation program 
members of the cabinet unemployment. * will fall short' of ,pending for temporary job ernation, 
Tuesday. ' Finance Minister John economy ia headed for a former head of the con, thls ~/nar by a record $13. about 96 per cent of it to be 
The Conference Board in Creshie said the conference reeazeionand said this could terence board, eatd be is not hflliso, indicating a sharp spent in quehee end the  
• increase from the $10.75- Marlllmes, the ureas of most 
ECONOMY ~man deficit that had been severe unemployment. ' 
predicted by the former De Corral, asked about the 
Hberal government, government's plan to make 
' He noted that the govern, better use of the private No help for Canadians 
By CAROL GeAR 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The gov- 
ernment can do little to 
protect Canadians from the 
'shock wave. of economic 
deter io ra t ion  a l ready  
evident in the United States, 
uya the chief eceoomint of 
the Ccafaronce Board in 
Canada. 
"We're entering 8 very 
difficult period and I don't 
REALTY WORLD® 
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per cent in 1900. 
The board said the in. 
fiat/so rate will average 9.3 
s~h r cmt thie year and drop 
tiy to nine per cent in 
I~ .  Inflation averaged nine 
,l~r,e~st~ In, W/~:,,nd. is. 
~gttgrlMiy :gunptng :at ,on 
The b~Lrd aloe a id  unem. 
ldOYment will riae to 9,3 per 
cent in1200 from a predicted 
. avenge of 7.8 per cent his 
Meanwhile. Manpower  
i I " 
STOCKS 
i 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The VANCOUVER (CPI --  
U.S. enG.,Gay ts headed into 
a deep or shallow .recession 
or ie merely exparteneiag  
pause in the strong growth 
recorded in the last year. 
The conference board said 
:that In : additlon,L .to:.*;ex- 
pedanclng re~emim:in'~e 
~:fast half u~thin ywn the.~J.~. 
economy is ':expected to 
undergo a rather protracted 
period of adjustment to ... 
higher enerMy prices, re- 
,ultlag in low growth and 
continuing high inflation'in 
1960." 
Toronto stock market was up 
sharply at the close of active 
trading Tuesday. . 
Bargain hunters continued 
actively amid heightened x. 
AlPeCanktatlons of building an 
a pipeline. " 
~The TSE '300 index rese 
9.36 to 1560.92. 
Prices were mixed In heavy 
trading Tuesday on the 
Vancouver Stock Exchange. 
Volume at the close was 
3,702,210 shares. 
In the hrlustrints, Mac- 
Millan Bluedel gained 174 at 
$27 1.4 on 6,100 shares and 
Daon Development Corp. fell 
• Volume was 5.16 million'3-8 at $15 1-2 on 3,000. 
compared with 3.79 million Pagurian Corp, Ltd/ was 
Mondey~ " ' unchanged at $4.60 on 3,~0 
Among |ndust r ia l s ,  shares and Canadian Javean 
Canad ian  Occ idente l  Ltd. was unchanged at$I.~5 
Petroleum gained I% to-on. 1.607. Renn Industries 
$40%, HudSon's Bay OH and was unchanged at .90 and 
Gas l:/z to $72, Dome Petro. Balco Industries rose 1-4 at 
leum IV4 to;46%, MacMillan $15 1.4. 
Blcadcl l~,k to $27% .and On the resource and 
Murphy Oil W, to $26|/~, 
Finning Tractor lost 3 to 
~35,. IBM 1~'4 to  ;801/4, 
'Asbestos Corp. i to ;40~, 
Home Oil A 1 to $6~.'/z and 
Gulf Canada ~4 to $55. 
Cyprus Anvil Mining rose 
I~  to $17|/4, Dome Mines 11/4 
to ;4,1½, Sigma Mines 
Quebec 1 to ~6~A, Brenda 
Mines fell % to $1994 and 
Sheiritt Gordon V~ to $10½. 
Palome Petroleum ad- 
' v ahead 1 to ~%. 
Amaingamated Bonanza 
Pete ~ to t~0~ and Moun. 
'lain States Resource. ½ to 
~lS~. Numac oil and Gas de- 
ciinnd ½ to ;36~I and 
Francana Oil and Go. ½ to 
$14½. 
• development beard, New, 
Cthch Uranium'declined .I0 
.at ;4.30 on 164,620 shares end 
Silver Standard wes up .04 at 
,88 on 151,200. Redford Mines 
Inc, was deem .12 at $1.14 on 
111,400 ,hares and Tintina 
Silver Mines fell .~  at $1,63 
on 101,600. Dora Explor- 
ations wa. up .06 at $1,29 and 
NRD Mining Ltd. wa, up .04 
at $2,14, 
On the curb exchange, 
Neptune Resources ro~ ,37 
at $2,17 on 126,595 shares and 
Burlington Gold was up .06 at 
,SS on 55,S00. Cherokee 
Development' L d. was down 
,01 at.44 on 5~,600 shares and 
Canzon, Minerals was down 
,02 at .41 on 50.100. 
"DO n YOURSELF PLUHBIHG '' 
ABS Pipe C.S.A. approved 
on .SALE for this week 
REGULAR e , .E  
SIZE PRICE " "  
I~  Inches ,88 . .  .66 
nches 1 18 ' ' .88 
3 Inches 2,~ 1.79 
4 Inches 3,46 2 .59  
' PLUMBING & HEAT ING.LTD, ,  
Lakelee Ave. ~,~e n,Hn 
TERRACE,  B.C. O40-UOlO 
• IRUE KLAHGER 
Tuesday. . , 
.The report, ending more 
than two years of study and 
hearing. ,  s is0 concluded 
tSat a conspiracy may have 
beenbekindthe 
as~oainallou f Dr. Martin 
/.,~Lt~ r~ Jr. m AprO 4, 
vestlptere ralsed the 
poesthll/ty of conq~acies in 
both death., they were 
unable to pesltively Identify 
the sousplratore. 
The report named Carlos 
Mareello and Santca Traf- 
flcanto as "the meet likely 
family bceses Of. organized 
crime to have psrticipsted in
such a unilateral 
.auaesinatian plan" in ~e 
:lO~fed:v cue. -,, 
But it conceded that the 
committee could find no 
.evidence that Mareello or 
Trafflcante had conspired to 
assassinate the Wesldent. 
ABBOTSFORD, B.C. (CP) 
- -  About 300 farm workers 
ketod for two hours 
y at a berry tom 
south of this F rm~ Vsliny 
community to .  protest 
working ecmditimts and the 
fact tbay were owed ;100,0e0 
in back pay. 
Charan Gill, spnkeman 
for the 'Farm W0rken 
0rpn in l~ Commitine, said 
pickets ~ after two 
heum because farm owner 
MukMinr Slagh come out 
and heeded over a cheque 
• Workers  start  p ick ing .  
for ~o,ooo. Singh was not 
available for comment. 
Jean.Claude Purrett, the 
national president of the 
Canadian Union of Postal 
.W~km,  Joined the picket 
line for a ubort ime to show 
his ,upport for the workers' 
caese. . • 
The ~ committee 
was formed follewiag com- 
plaints that workers were 
being overworked and un- 
derpaid by farmers and 
.labor contractors. 
Socred  asked , to  run  
EDMONTON (CP) 
Previncial Liberal Lesd~ 
Nick Taylor has invited 
Social Credit Leader Bob 
Clark to run for leadership of
the Liberal .party. 
Tayl~, rmpondin~ .to a 
report that he  ha. 
uppreached torun U leader 
of the Seclal Credit party, 
said It might be a solution for 
both .parties in Cmservative 
Alberta. 
"I think me of the way~ 
that we can get beth groups 
into onepariy and still retain 
the ~00-ycar history of the 
Liberal Party of Alberta is 
maybe for me to resign end 
have Bob Ckrk come over 
and run for the leadership 
the IAberal Party," Taylor 
sald. • 
'"Maybe both'~ us ~mld 
run for the leadership of tbu 
Liberal Purt~. That way wn 
could have both group,, 
Social Credit and Liberal, 
together in. one party." 
The Liberals have no seats 
in the 79-~at legislature of 
Alberta, the Social Credit 
have four, including Clark',, 
and NDP Leader Grant 
Notiey ~ hk only MI,A of hia 
party.. 
Asked m an interview if 
the Liherak and Secreds 
should be abandoned in favor 
of a new party, Taylor said: 
"The big trouble with trying. 
to find neutral igound is that 
instead of ending up with me 
I~rty, you endup with three, 
St r ike  not i ce  served  
,VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Teadermen represented .by 
the United Fi~horman and 
.Allied Workers Union have 
served ?S-hour strikanotles 
mn employers. 
George Hewlson, union 
saerstary-treuurer, enid the 
workers voted 70 per cent in 
favor o~ slriklnd to hack 
eoutrant demands. 
The M0.  tondermen 
Monday ' Joined "4,000 
shorew0~ke~ who earlier 
voted 7Sper cent to ~trlke 
sndjesrved slrlke notice hut 
Wedn~day. 
" Both groups are still 
negotiating with the 
Fisheries Ansoclatlon of 
British Columbia under 
mediator Clark Gilmour, 
The teudermen, are 
a t~-~..-p.ont w+p 
inereaes wnue . 
mociaiinu Is ~erb~ seven 
per cant, about ~ cents an 
hour, the' same/mount of- 
fered the aboreworkert 
Under the previous era. 
tract, which exph'ed April 16, 
tendermen earned between 
and $10e n day working 
on vessais in operation S4 
horn a day. 
Meanwhile. negotiations 
between the aaoelaiion and 
fishermen over salmon 
prices for the current sea~o~ 
are Nt to mume Wed- 
nesday, with the two sides 
.sllll far apart. 
MONTREAL'(CP) --.The The bank:reported it n.ow 
Federal . Business has $1.6'billion in financing 
Development Bank, a outstanding : to more than 
Montrea l -ba,ed federal  :pS,000 customers, It say.~,it 
• government agency,' ,utd theli~fi ,tart-2,000 new 
Tuesday its 12,271..I'.~ .to '~o~panles in the lastyear, 
small bu,ines,en 'across :ge~ratlag 20,000 jobs. 
Canada in the"fi~a[ year The average loan Size wa. 
ended March 31 reached a L~4,000, but, nearly thr,es- 
record $668.6 million, quarters were tor .SS0,C00 or 
less and 44 per cent were tar 
mentisruaninga$13blll ion sector to overcome unem- .The,bunk, which makes t~5,000orless, L 
deficit "or so" without ex. ployment, Said: "I can only loam to small enterprises . The bank, which has 
piainiag what branch offices ~oroas the • • paint out when you're run- w~en f inancing i s ,  not 
• : : ,he meant  nin8 at $13-blllinn deficit or, eel/liable from other sources country, also provide. 
see any way we can" escape really verymuch they can do not reesnunend tbat.c0unm. Later, an aide said de • So, I think we're practically m reasonable t rms,,aid its coun,elling, training and 
it," Thomas Maxwell told with it," he ,aid. " It 's a - rea l  political Cotret wea referring to what' at a paint where you can cay Icaes wore izp PA per cent in information to smallbusl- 
.repartersTucedoy. . The board, a private dilemma Juan com/~ into is known an the budgetary give or take a billion, thereis', mlmberfromayeareurl ier nsssea. In the lust year, it 
His remark, followed research organization, has ~ficaandhavingoveryUdNl eficit. That is the deficit a very sigoificant amount of ,and~ percent in dedler conducted more'~then i,300 
release of the board's July revised its March outlook, go._so~," I~..uric said. . that does not take into ac. stimulus coming fan  the .value, It also made 73 equity .management training 
forecaat, whichwarnodofa saying the cost of living now "me ooera m teresa|meg countee~fainrevanuceofthe publlcsoctur. • inVesinlents totalling $18,4 Seminars in smaller cities 
asrious economic slowdown seems likely to.rke much thatthebeonomywtll Jrow government ' "We're far from ~na *- - mllll . . . .  ,~,,,,,,,a • 
during ,the rest of 1079 and more ,teeply than it had year by...U ~ ce .at, . 'l~e Llherek had seidthe restrictive ,tauee," ' • ~ . . . .  
through 1980. loresam_ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  es~n_l~_r~l wire um~ yeer~.s budgetary deficit was about Crcable refused to  com- ' 
"lfyoulook at thegovern, xmmt~pr~m~o-,wmcua ve a.~-i~r-~m~ ulmmRm, m $1Q billkn, ment' on de Cotret's remarks . . . .  
me :'e of e smlo  .ll ti . w dslow to a said the • Gunboat  she l ls  base  • 
r i sen 93 . . . . . . . . . .  polk " measures, there's not say, prices will y . dismal 1.4 per cent. dlfl "-,7~" , . . . . . .  • terence between all You d have to ask Mr do • per cent this year. Three Moat serinus ~ in for m~,vll,a and aH r~an,m, ,~ . . . .  '-~. . . . .  ,.., ,, ,._ : ,., TEL AVIV (AP) -- Israeli operation, the ,pokesman 
mm~tha mffn the bourd Wan ~mw4u ..hin~, . . . . . , . t  #-- . -,-..--:--~. : . . . . . . . .  -- - - -  , .~ ,~ a,z~t u , , ,  ~ ~uu na~ mm~,~t, shelled a ao,d • 
area ne ;lO.~ name., as he emerged, from a • Park predicting.. 8.3-per-cent qua..r~..r of ~. .economic  CreslMeeaidheheanotyet ,~ ,~, , ,~•~m. , ,~ . .ob , . . , '  Pales .tinia. n-gue. rrlllabasaon ..In.I~.banon, pro vincia!.au-. 
annual umauon., acuww e'er me mR two decided when and if he will ";'~..-'~.-- -_- . ' - : - -  ."-" - : "  me soumern ,.eoanese coan( mottoes,  reporteu ma~ 
' wmcn ae ~tre~ amo ac- ann~o~U~ ' Unners Even the new forecast, years, forslptradeh88 been issue, a comprehen,ive tended ."There are several Tuesdoy night, the mill Israeli border .g Avenue Maxwell said, p~hably the driving force behind review of the economy fl:."='2,, command here shelled 8uerr"in-controlled 
• unneretatea the true unpsct mesa of the economic eg- nrmnl~d six weeks ago s.~.~, ,^__~. . . . . _ .  • towns in ~uthern Lebanon, 
into account recent gov..e~n: we,,, ,h. , a . ,~a . .  ,- a • temant I'II let veu .. .~,,. , , - . , ,~ o ,,~ ~. , .d , , -  was not disclosed, but" 8 ~ ,troops of the United 
• ment indications that .. • . . . . . . . . .  ,,=~v m .a ~ta,, . . . . . . . . .  :~__.- e, . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  .~..,-. , ,m,  . . . . . .  ~,,..,,'o, oo,a Natitms usa keeoin~ force 
i rice, will r ise me grip of a ' eted snow, nemm repurmru, deficit ide on ~ . . . . . . .  ~ "~,~. . . . . . . . . . .  ----=:;.. ~ea  - - -  domestic o I p e ' Israel had ve cod in- to go on alert. 
muehmorerapldlythanthey downturn , . . theL~ ...~ee~mfe~m~.b~_.d'8..a.~ ~ l lmates~Y~.~.Bt i t  formation" :ve,ry,g-ho--  They said twoLebanese 
Ira' ~ ova4~t  .v~, m~ ~;watuSn " l ' l 'e~ nonr~ k ' r~uoong u,~u. ~,v  ...,e~ have in the last few years. , , . . . . -  ~..amn.eXl~em wm ,e~waienut lookwnbmwl c,..~s,.U~Y~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ""served~aoveral terrorist clvilinus,were~wounded in 
Until the gavernment has M.,  ,.# , .  #--- , . .  , . .~- ...,,. larBlv ou nredletlms that . . ,a .,...,m.,, ,~,. h,, ~ orpnisationsinthe~mnln~ the bombardment of 
made a definite, policy an . . . . . . . . .  the U 8 -m, , , , , -  wn,  the--'-l'U.S. "=ecmsmy . . . . . . . . . . . .  is b i l l i on .~ . . . . .  " "  and preparafton of a-- Nabatiyeh .and the neigh- 
nouncement about how soon . . . .  . " ' ~" - - ' "  " h--d ' - '  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  bunched terrorist attack, boring uerrilla rtillery and 
~d how q..uic.kly ~ prleas "Sesicall~, we're ~ ~ "~t a'dde~"that .~.~. ~ .n~..~.e~r. ~ .u~a~ within faraeI" " rocket base of Beaufort 
te no In ;n ; ,  
-f lee -res,ure in its - , - - . . - -  . . . . .  n~.~.ue ..l.ndepandout mcm~tum...in . Progressive . Conservative . ,~ urm~ me met  • , . + 
£_  _,,  : y~. .  w ~ ~m,  me economy to miser me electian'nromlsos that.may : '~  . . . .  . " • " 
, .o[T~..w.. . . . . . .  Maxwea sold. "There's not slowdown in the U.S. be inclut(ed in a budget tSa't . , .  ~!.'-~ i ,  , .  . 
the • C hle he, .for l enneuy sa le  rnuraerea  
. . . .  le . . . .  : ,a~,wu~ . medea, lg IS au~cUlg to thiS fall ' . '  '" . . ' " • '~:'~- :.': ' ' 
economy from the effects of rate will he 7.8 per cant. It -rowth . . . .  'd mh . . . .  anu p.rupe~,..,' .u,x.~yments .~.m~.: .~cum?..~. a..murder ... ~ . . . . . . . .  , .Y 
the. IT.~ t~,~t lnn  lit fn ram amm~,mm~nlmmt~tvd l ldn  P:  . . , . .o  . : . v .~.~.  - -  nets"age( I ,  to  ' I  h~400 N ~  ' lg~DOastO lYcan  ,:4mu. n.u ~lnguumtuv© 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - - , - - - ~ v . - , - - - - ,  -~- - . -  maxwan, vice- reamont ot first ear ' be -" Y . . . .  Harold Sa er (R Mich ) up exorbitant deficits - -  an to e"s~per cent in 1900 Last ,~; , , , t , , . , ,M ~,res~,, n~I/., ou In the :Y. . - -  tr~...Ced ,to an_individnal . ..wy~. ep. :_ 
,.,tim, ~*n,,noA. Minttte~" m~,h ,iv, 4~t. . ,  ,..~; w . .  - -e: .~:.?. .~.. - . . . . . .  ann a ;2.blll l~ !eat re.per- organized crime figure or a one o/ me alasemers, Gala. 
.... ]~,~'~,'~",7,"~,. , t " , ,~  ~"~; - . "~. :~. ,~. '~ ,~ .Z.~. pre~.ctoo.me economy, oonal incmnet~' !~. .~ ; small underworld Wou~, the the conclusions reached in 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -.v .-.....-o - .  - smmmMuQ,- Will Dom 3~ can " ~ ' - -  " • ~,.,.~..,~ ~.h,, ~ , ,d  ~,,~d .m,,.,,~ ~ ~ , . .  ,.,,,, ... grow y y . ~ ..t RcacUag to the conference House of. Repreesntatives both sum were based on 
~... . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .., . . . . . .  r - -  --..-- mm year - -  comperen wire board forecast,, de Corral ussuslnatlom - committee "supposition upon ,up- 
-r~-, T . ~ - . . . . . . .  . 
• ' "'1,; 
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• F rank  How/d, Skeena says Howard,' "the 
I~GA and the. New decline in unemployment 
Democratic.Party labor is merely part  of the 
critiC, days:~b recently normal ebb and' flow of 
released, unemployment' he private enterprise 
statistics are, misleading t~system. .. 
in that they donot.'refledt t,i..;'As.,.production and 
the true situation ln~B.og. 4bV~tflories increase 
,'~ ~ f~at p~}:' ~co~p,~es:~ake mov s 
:. A. Terrace ,youth has 
been ordered to pay fines 
totalling $150¢ make 
restitution, and spend one 
year on probation after 
he pleadedgullty othree 
charges of. theft, under 
before Judge Ken 
Shirling in Terrace 
provincial court TUesday. 
The court was told by 
Crown counsel Tom 
Bishop that Charles 
Richard .P~v~Stt 18, was 
charged .~i~f~,'.np11¢e 
stopped a - , ,~ :~g 
severa l  "va lue less"  
items stolen/,from "car~ 
.parked in'the Terrace Co. 
l~}ursParidnglot in. the early 
on Jmfe'~.  
• Bishop '~  stated an 
estimated ~. '  dmnage 
had been: ,~*  te one of 
the vehicl~k,broken into, 
a ministry of highways 
truck. 
When. -..asked by 
S~lrling, Prevost stated 
ha had been d~lnking at a 
party earlier but said 
there was no reason for 
his actions. ' "The cars 
and all that were Just 
unlocked," he ~aid. 
~hirl lng fin~l Prevost 
~Oon each of the charges 
and also ordered him to 
~ ay full'restitution for the 
amage done to the 
Iruek, in addition to the 
probation term. 
Also in court Tuesday, 
; I , a r r~.  Sam Budiselieh, 
.charge ~,,,~, ~ . q n  
; assault. . . . . .  
Bishop told the court 
the charges weredaid 
after Budiselleh punched 
another man in the face 
in front of East End 
Chevron April 13. 
Budlselich said.  the 
man had sprayed his wife 
with gravel'from his ear 
earlier and added. "I felt 
I had a pretty good 
t t" Howard Charges s atl:S ,lCS misleading 
to reduce employment enterpirea system, ~md is sldered by. Statistics prospered because of the 
until the excess of goods not. involved in  Job Canada is that B.C.'s federal government's 
is consmned which, in. creation programs per  lmnber industry has been mismanagement of fiSCAl 
turn, attracts industry ee, its influence on the operiding at full capacity and monetary matters, 
again to employ people to level of unemploymentis because, of the exchange says Howard. 
increase production, neg l ig ib le , " ,  says  rate differential between . "This third item to 
Because our provincial Howard. the Canadian and the consider," says Howard 
goverment is a close co- Howard says that a U~S:. do l lar .  In .this.."is that our economic 
habitant withtheprivate second factor not Con- regard . B.C. has activity is greatly in- 
• )XL~:  .;~, ,. 
' JUDGE SA YS 
i 
Skeena law in flux 
ding to a request for an 
adjournment madeby  
Harris Johnsen, who told' 
the court he. wished to. 
make a written : Sum. 
motion to the court after 
Judge Ken Shirling told 
::the court "the law is 
definitely in a state of 
flux in tiffs area,", before 
granting an adjournment 
to defense counsel ..for 
Gordon Woodcock who" 
pleaded • not guilty in 
Terrace provincial court. 
Monday to charges of 
being in, paired and 
hav, i, og a blood alcohol 
content over the legal 
limit while having care 
and con{rol .of a motor 
vehicle. • 
Shitling. Was respon- 
s . tudy lng  recent  . vehicle and then formed 
precedent setting, cases the'opinion that Wood- 
involving drunk driving ceck had a blood alcohol 
charges. ' content over the legal 
During the hiM, RCMP limit.. 
Constable Ken.. Lelbel Lclhel.testifted he took 
testified he ehecked~, a i .Woode~k'  to. the RCMP 
brown van parked .,0n: Office," Where he was 
Lakelse Avenue in the '  glven"a hreathalyzer test 
early morning of March ,by Constable Nolan, the 
31. Leibel stated RCMP breatha lyzer  
Woedeeckwasbehindthe t chnician, who oon- 
A TSPOR TS  EVENTS 
i 
Vic  )ria asks :to sell beer 
The liesnea has been avaii. 
able since changes to the 
liquor act were approved in 
1977. 
wheel of me Van, and also- firmed Lelbai's opinion. 
said be heard someone Sbirllng . mentioned 
stop the engine of .the van other recent cases after 
as he approached. • the testimony of the c:- 
' l~.hel said he'asked fleers'; and asked t l  ; 
Wobdeookto get out of the 
starts and end at the 
begining of the seventh in. 
, ~ of a nine-inni~ game. 
At  hockey games the bar 
would rely be open before 
the game ,and between 
pa~, , .W~d. id . - ,  " 
. "No l i quor  w i l l  be aerved. 
.'at the ,end. We want no' 
' -the e . .  
i off twoU~/~Lb~z~-the~ 
end In the eeseof baseball so 
there will be no consumption 
• for. at least an hour or so 
vierORL~-- (cP) - The 
l~ovinelal government has 
been asked to approve the 
,..mdo..of .beer and cider at 
• .~pox, t~ng e~pnts. :,. 
a;.~.~L~t,4]ity~., oL ,Victoria has 
e; n~pll~ for ,~ a dlquor llcence 
foc~,4he;~ municipally-owned 
• ~ya l  J d ,~ l le f l c~ Park, the 
o main faeillt~ is,~e city for 
• socnar,,and.baseball. 
Vie Woodland, general 
manager :;of~:,the' liquor 
control ,.. and. " lieenoins 
branch,, said Tuesday the 
finance only pern~ts the 
sales in plastic, l~per or 
styrofoam containers -- no 
bottles. 
"This is the first ap- 
;plieatlou, 4or.:,. thls:~ ype of 
~ lleonc~.-:,~Only: l~ovinei~ly 
.~g(bm manlc~sil~rowned 
• sports tadiums are entitled 
to this facility, end they are 
the first," 
Woodland said it would be 
up to the civic authorities in
Vancouver to decide if they 
want ~e for the Pacific 
National Exhibition where 
Vancouver Canueks: play 
National Hockey League 
games in the Pacific 
Coliseum and B.C. Lions of 
the Canadian'Football 
League and Vancouver 
Whitecaps of the..North 
American Soccer League 
' play in Empire Stadium,, 
,,, wo~,,n~,idmaes.w0uZ 
;be re,na~2d~to .dm~pmted 
• would be permitted a half 
hour b~m'o the p ine  and in 
between periods-, but not st 
counsels to consider the 
cases if they were ap- 
plicable to their sum. 
mati0ns. Johnsen stated 
he was not familiar with 
one of the eases cited by 
Shirllng before asking for 
an adjournment. 
Crown counsel Jeff 
Arndt made to objection 
to Jolmsen's request. The 
trial will reopen Sept. ,27 
inNew Hazelton. 
, prior to them leave.!':'"' the end of the game." ,urn .Resldenta wlthin'a six- 
:"Servleaendeoasumlltl~n block area or a half.mile 
of Oesr Or elder will n..~. be radius of the. park may 
permitted in the senti~g or register objections inwriting 
.performance area:'/~" ~'~ with Woodland. u V 9~.t1': 
In the case of.,,haaqball, 
games, sa lks•~ay~:  20 
minutes bet&e" the game 
Professional training in 
B.C. oS 
r l~l~ou." 
Shlr l lng ,iordered 
Budisnlicb topay a fine of 
$150, and to spend-six 
months on probation. 
David Johnson, ~.7, 
pleaded guilty to an 
impaired driving charge 
that resulted from a 
single vehicle accident 
Jane 10. 
Bishop stated a car 
driven by Johnson was 
found by police upside 
down in a ditch near the 
'Kalum River' bridge. 
/:~Bisli0p said three people 
were, .in the car, none 
injured Seriously,. and 
added the car~ had been 
written off. 
Johnson was fined $400, 
with 30 days in .Jail or- 
dered ~n~.0~f~t  of 
paymed~,.. .~i, .-'~..~,,.,.,, 
In another cii~'tink 
driving case, John 
Corneltusi~rienen, 18, 
pleade'~T " guilty, to an 
impaired riving ch~ge. 
The.court :waato ld  ttie 
charges. ~erer:~ai& after 
, police ~'stopp~tl ~.~ vt~ile!e 
in the early, morMne June 
:'2~' :)~' "':; "":[" ;9 r~w.:ff.,'~':;, 
Brienen to pay a' ~300'fint, 
or spend 3O days in jail. 
In Juvenile court 
Tuesday  morn ing ,  
Shirling ordered one 
juvenile to pay a total of 
$75 in fines after the 
• youth pleaded guilty to 
~h~es , ,  ,of, ~.:.,drlvjpg 
drfdiig with tmdiie care 
and attention. 
Bishop told the court 
police had stopped a 
motorcycle driven by the 
juvenile May 23, after 
seeing the bike run an 
flashing red light at the 
Sands overpass. 
The ~nvenile was fb~ed 
$125on~ oh chn,~? 
VICTORIA CP, British 
Columbia is far beh,nd '.he B.C BRIEFS Canadian axerage in the • ; training of all hut three 
• pr,,fessions, with the worst 
de';ciencies occurring in 
medicine, engineering, and 
commerce, says a university 
report. 
, The report, prepared by 
the University of Victoria,, 
says the shortcomings in
medical training arise from 
had health ministry policies. 
It says that medical 
schools are ,populated 
mainly by the children of 
elite families and that there 
should be more government 
assistance for students. 
• Howard Petch, university 
president, said the report 
would be handed out to every 
MLA and politically in- 
fluential person in the 
province after its official 
release later this week. 
NEED 
ADVICE 
ON YOUR 
W H 
AT, • 
IT,s S 
NAM E 
See Our 
BUSINESS 
i 
• ? 
• VICTORIA (.CP) - -  programs out of their own 
Provincial Secretary Hugh lottery funds in exchange for 
Curtis said Tuesday Ottawa's withdrawal from 
ministers responsible for lotteries. , .  
lotteries in the four western Paproski said he hope~ to 
provinces will meet in get between $6 million and 
Vletorin Friday to establish $10 million for sports groups 
a pesitien on the provincial as part of the Loto Canada 
taimover ~ Loto Canada. agreement. 
• ..Curtis said the specifies 
"with regard to our as- Curtis aid, however, that 
ceptin~ the positives and the British Columbia will argue 
• negatives out of Loto Canada against assuming debts in. 
will have to be analyzed very eurred by Loto Canada. 
carefully." , "The 10 provinces will 
Federal Sport Minister have to arrive at a single 
StevePaproski said Tuesday bargaining posltion before 
that he government wW end we can negotiate the Loto 
Its involvement with the Canada takeover," he said. 
national lottery by the end of "B,C. Is prepared to be 
the year.. He Is close to flexible with the other 
a~resment with the provincial governments, but 
provinces and said "Loto a basic concern..we will 
Canada Is not going to .ar~e very strongly Is that 
disappear, '. Lore ~mada's dabtsmust be 
The provinces had agreed, covered by the federal 
to support, national sports government," 
• , ,  ., 
. . Indians evacuated, 
: ~ORT. ST. JOHN, B.C. Calgary.based oil company, 
(CP) -- Some residents of said the leak was contained 
the Blueberry River Indian within a few hours and real. 
rme~ve 65 k41ome~res north dents returned to their 
od, tida northeastern com- homes by nora, 
munity were evacuated Baersaldtheproblemwus 
'eerly Tuesday became of a likely a faulty valve in one of 
bydro~ensulpMdeinakfrom four producing off and gas 
.a gee well, . wells being testedby corn- 
About 80 band mmnbers puny technicians, 
Uve In the area where sour , A hes W concentration f 
' ps .  wu  escaping from a hydrogen sul/)hide Wouldho 
Kildman Off dervince well, lethal, but Baer said only a 
" . V. B. Baer, president ofthe tonsil amount escaped, 
Barber wants inquiry 
" ~'~ICTORM (QP) 2. New The drivers, who returned 
Democrat MLA Charles to work Tuesday, walked out 
Barbm' said' Tuesday he Monday to protest what hey 
'would ask the provincial . . . .  
motorem'rinrcommluien to said was the company's 
failure to honor the cdntract eesduet a formal inqtdry into 
eamplaists which led to a under which they worked 
one-day walkout by 30 Gray before Gray Line wus's01d to
Line bus drivers, " a Seattle cempany hat year, 
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fluenced by the U.S. 
economy and so we are 
faced with some difficult 
limes in the near future 
for the major economic 
indicators show a 
downturn in the U.S. 
economy." 
Howard says there is a 
wide-spread isparity in 
unemployment rates in 
our province. ,,in May 
the range was from a low 
of 3."/percent to a high of 
10.5 per cent. In June the 
range was between 4.2 
per cent and 73 percent 
on a regional, basis. 
"We have some native 
Indian communit ies 
. . . .  i' :,"~ 
fensive part of the picture 
in B.C. is the disparity 
which ex is ts  between 
men and women. In May 
the unemployment rate 
for men was 6.6 per cent 
while it was 9.6 per cent 
for women. In June the 
figures were 5.8 per cent 
for men and 8.9 per cent 
for women. 
"Finally no one can 
take any satisfaction 
f rom a 7.7 per cent 
unemployment rate in 
B.C. Our objective must 
be to promote the 
creation of jobs in the 
secondary  and  
manufactur ing  in-  
dustries, Only in .that 
way can we expect to 
have any meaningful 
reduction in the numbers 
of unemployment," 
where the unemployment 
rate is well above 50 per 
cent for great paris of the 
y~r , "  says Howard. 
"A . particularly of- 
, ,~ '~ MOTOR HOTEL 
Invites .•You To Visit and Enjoy 
DENN:iS n  JAiq 
• - Playing,Again In, _ ~.~ 
DAHClNG 9-2 
• MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
,. *~.':ii : ;..* • ' " :~ :.~ 
i f  you  don't  keep 
an eye on your figure 
• neither will 
anybody elsel' 
AtJhe Diet Center, we 
. !  will help you ~i' 
IN JUST  6 WEEKS 
AND TEACH YOU HOW TO STAY SL IM.  
FOR THE REST OF  YOUR LIFE 
ehi nt ,, nd cou ry ,8-8380 Offieshonrs:9-1Mon.-Fri. 
' 206-4658 azelleAve, hfterhourscallDolores.635-3839 
A HILLSIDe 
DEVELOPMENT 
*Planned Subdivision 
*Choice Building Lots 
*CIOseto Town (3 min.) 
* Underground Services 
* Secluded Area 
* Excellent Exposures .
* View • Lots 
* Sloping Wooded Lots 
* Nature Trail 
Phase I available before Aug. 15. 
Prices range from 19,000 to 29,000. ~ /~,  
L A K E L S E  , i AVE  
-3I I"[ IF 
For further information uyr-'-e ,.,upnr'-erties S, N1 a pleas,, oontaot: 
' t  
I 
! ;  
.! 
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TALK 
• by  Mlguel Moya. 
In 1978 the Insurance Corporation cf B.C. decided to
hi re  a top American insurance xecutive, Robbie 
Sherrell, to fill its presidency at a salary of ~,~0,000 a 
year. But former immigration Minister Bud Cullen 
rejected Sherrell's application for landed immigrant 
status aying thatlCB(~ had not conducted a thorough 
search for a Canadian candidate for the Job. 
The incident stirred up much controversy. ICBC 
argued that the Job had been extensively advertised in
Canada to meet the federal government's im- 
migration ~rgquirementa. Eventually, Cuilen was 
satisfied that'a Canadian could not be found who filled 
the job's requirements and Sherrell was allowed to 
enter the country. 
The bone of contention in this dispute involved 
provisions in Canada's Immigration Act which ar~ 
designed to ensure that available jobs go to Canadians 
or persons who have been granted permission to live 
here permanently. 
Several conditions must be met before mployment 
authorization (a work permit) is granted. First, an 
actual job must be shown to exist before you are  
allowed in. Also, employment authorization will not 
be issued if it appears that your employment will 
adversely affect employment opportunities for 
Canadians or landed immigrants. 
To ensure these requirements are met, an im- 
migration official consults with Employment Canada 
and considers whether the prospective employer has 
made reasonable ffort to hire or train Canadian 
citizens or landed immigrants. He also considers 
whether the qualifications of the applicant from 
outside Canada fit the qualifications required for the 
job and whether the wages and working conditions 
being offei'ed ake seffi~lent : 0 ~tr~dt ~ind retaih 
Canadian citizens or landed immigrants. 
Regulations require the employer to list the job .with 
Employment Canada and that it be posted in Man- 
power offices for a certain length of time. Only after 
these conditions have been met will employment 
authoriztion be issued allowing the employer to hire 
you. 
When employment authorization is issued, there will 
normally be conditions attached. These conditions 
usually limit the type of employment in which the 
person may engage, the employer for whom be or she 
may work and the length of time the employment 
authorization is valid. 
Violations Of any of these conditions will mean that 
the authorization is no longer valid and the person .will 
be subject o deportation. 
What other conditions must be met by a person 
wishing to enter Canada? This depends on the reason 
for which a person is seeking entry. 
• According to the Act, you are an immigrant if you 
wish to enter Canada to establish permanent 
residence. If you want to enter the country for any 
other reason - such as to visit friends, accept em- 
porary employment or attend university- you are 
considered a visitor. 
What must you do before entering Canada as a 
visitor? Visitors from many countries are required to 
contact a Canadian official before arriving; others, 
such as Americans, are not required to obtain a visa. 
Exceptions to the visa requirements are listed in the 
Act. 
On arrival, a visitor is interviewed by an im- 
migration official. 'Phe official's job is to determine 
whether the person ~s truly coming to Canada as a 
visitor. The Imraigratlon Act requires visitors to show 
that they are not immigrants, that is, persons who 
intend to stay in Canada permanently. 
The official has the finai say as to whether someone 
will he admitted to Canada nd he may also impose 
terms and conditions upon a person's tay. 
Usually a visitor is allowed to stay in the country a 
maximum of three months. If no specific length of 
time is stated by Immigration Canada, the maximum 
stay is three months. However, a visitor's visa can be 
renewed from within Canada week before it expires. 
A person can lose his visitor's tatus by failing to 
comply with any of the terms or conditions or by 
staying in Canada longer than the visa allows. 
Visitor's status can also be taken away if the person 
works or attends a university without authorization. 
Any of these violations will subject a visitor to 
deportation. 
A person who wants to study or work in Canada 
must obtain student or employment authorization 
from the immigration depariment. Generally, these 
authorizations must he obtained from ontsiee t:anaaa. 
And usually, a visitor who wants to apply for new 
authorization, such as student or employment, must 
leave Canada and apply from outside. 
In most eases, student authorization will contain a 
provision that the person must attend a specified 
university or college or enroll in a specified program. 
Unless authorized by Immigration Canada, the 
holder of a student visa must not work in Canada, nor 
may any of his or her dependents. 
Next: How to attain landed immigrant status. For 
more information contoet the People's IAw School for 
its booklet on Immigration Law. Cost is 50 cents plus 
postage. Write to 2110-C West 1~ Avenue, Van- 
couver, B. C. or asll 734-1126. 
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B Y ARABS 
Stable U.S. economy sought 
WASHINGTON (AF) -- 
investments in the United 
States by citizens of Arab 
countries give those coun- 
tries a .reason to keep the 
U.S. dollar sound, an official 
who represents several such 
investors said Tuesday. 
The testimony ofMunawar 
Hidayatallah, a naturalized 
U.S. eitizen born In Pakistan, 
came as the House of 
Representatives govern. 
ment operations com. by OPEC members in large 
mittee's subcommittee on commercial banks; and 
commerce, consumer and government securities 
monetary affairs, continued purchased by OPEC 
hearings on the extent-- and members. The latter two 
the implications -- of U.S. mtegorles are by far the" 
investments by members of largest and are the areas in 
the ,O~'ganlzat!on' of' .which the subcommittee's 
PetrolgU'/n'.~ Export ing lri~e~rest>is cenLred, ~ 
Countries. Hidayatallah,. whose 
Although the sub- 
committee was told by two 
private economists Monday 
that OPEC investments in
the U.S. are so large that a 
rapid withdrawal could 
disrupt the United States 
economy, Hldayatallah said supply policy in OPEC." Hidayatallah" said many 
such far-reaching action "Byavoldingrecesalonsin Arab •investors insist on 
"would be suieide for oil- the industrialized world, the secrecy because 
producing nations." above-mentioued countries "relationships with sup. 
"I just flnd it very far from ' will protect their in- p l ie rs ,  •customers ,  
the realm of possibility," he vestments in these nations," management and labor 
said~ he said. " could he detrimentally at- 
The subcommittee is Therearenopublicflgurea f cted if It were.'publlcized 
looking into three types of on just how much inveatment hat a company had ~ Arab 
Investment 'by OPEC in the United States each inVestors.'" 
members: investment by member of the Orgenizatiou. 
private citizens in private of Petroleum Exporting "Where there is excessive 
U.S. corporations; deposits Countries has made. . publieity surrounding T . . . . .  acquisitions, there is often ne u.~. treasury 
,~ . ,~ .~. , . . t  I , . .  & .m.~ ~,, gross exaggeration and 
"~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  many Americans begin to 
release.thuse_bre.akdown.s., believe that this is the 
conmunmg men aCUou coula k~.,I,,t,,, ^r . ,  A.~h 
embarrass certain sensitive :~a ....... s .v.,. , : , .  ,,?.,,~ . . . . . . .  ~Keovcr o! me mOUSU'IBI 
governmems- pnmaruy and commercial ba~ in 
Saudi Arab ia-  and spark Ameri- ".ha said 
:the large-scale withdrawals. . ... :, ""~ . . . .  . . . . /  
~'U,S. economists-' worry.-"'Thla"fai~t;tog~ther wl~ 
about, the image that the Arabs 
Women 
need new 
facilities 
in prisons 
clients invest in small U.S. 
manufacturing corporations, 
testified that "the 
facilitation of investment by 
Arab countries in the United 
States may result in a more 
reasonable pricing and 
HALIFAX (CP) -- It is 
cruel and unusual punish- 
ment for women to be 
kept in the Kingston, Got., 
pentitentiary for women, 
away from their own 
communities where their 
families cannot visit 
them, says the president 
of the Elizabeth Fry 
Society. 
Barbara Kilbeurn said 
the association supports a 
plan to close the prison 
and transfer prisoners to 
regional - facil it ies 
throughout the eountry to 
ease their readjustment • 
to society after they are 
released. 
Plans to close the 
federal maximum- 
• security institution, now 
housing 130 women, have 
been discussed for the 
last four years, but no 
definite time ha.~ been set, 
said Lorraine Berzins, 
former co-ordinator for 
women offender 
The subcommittee was have viea-vis the avaiiabflity 
given estimates Monday of of oll in this country, has 
U.S. investments by OPEC tended to create animosities 
members ungingfrom$52.1 that make the average 
billion to ~ tiillinn, with the Middle Eastern investor 
bulk eoming from Sandi extremely s.by of public 
Arabia. disclosures." 
T 
programs in ontario, iaolllttes to women's use 
Both women spoke at a reasonable cost were 
during the Canadian difficult to find. ' 
Congress on the Pre. Another eason why 
vention of Crime cou- women were not trsn. 
terence being held this sferred to provincial 
week. l~sons was that many 
Women who are given officials, believe family 
prison terms of two years links are not tmpartsnt 
and .linger go to the for the rehabilitation of
federal institution, while female offenders, Ms. 
those with terms under Bcrzlna said. 
two years serve Ume in 
provincial prisons. Lois Bucker, executive 
director of the Elizabeth A .1977 solicitor- 
general's report Fry Society,. which 
recommended that the operates operates 15 
Kingetm prtson either be community residential 
closed and a new facility eentres in Canada for 
female ex-e~victs, aid built, or that provincial 
iustltutimm look after all each region should have a 
women prisoners, centre to serve as a 
detention place for violent 
Ms. Berzlns paid female criminals and to 
because women are a 
small percentage of the protect .society. 
prison population, pro- "But the progress ,of 
grams for them often are each individual should be 
given low priority, mouitorod by agencies ... 
An exchange and a coordinator of 
agreement with the female personnel should' 
provinces had been in he set up at the provincial 
effect since 1973, but ways level just as it is at the 
of adapting provincial federal one." 
ENVIRONMENTALISTS SAY 
Synthetid fuelsdanger(ms 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
U.S. environmentalists said 
Tuesday that President 
Carter's $88-bililon program 
for the development of
synthetic fuels is the product 
of "hasty, crisis-driven 
decisions," which could 
result in serious damage to 
the earth's atmosphere and 
threaten human life. 
.Carter has proposed that 
Congress g)ve two new 
government agencies 
authorlty to speed up the 
approval for construction f 
now plants which will ex. 
tract liquid fuel from coal, 
shale, tar and heavy oils. 
Anthony Roisman, of the 
Natural Resources Defence 
Council, said he fears that 
current environmental 
g otection laws will be passed in the rush to limit 
U.S. dependence onforeign 
oil. 
He said there Is no firm 
evidence that synthetic fuels proposal similar to the one 
are "technically feasible, proposed by Carter in two 
economically acceptable or energy speeches Sunday and 
environmentally safe." • Monday. 
By giving a government . Among the environmental 
board authority to bypass complaints about synthetic 
the National Environmental fuels is that in producing and 
Protection Act, Roisman using them, an immense 
said it is inevitable that amount of carim~ dioxide is 
env i ronmenta l  con- Wodueed. 
slderatlons will be given only 
secondary importance. 
Roisman testified before 
the Senate governmental 
affairs committee con- 
sidering a synthetic fuels 
Carbon dioxide creates a
blanket in the earth's almos. 
phere whiehen- 
vironmentalizts say would 
retain heat, eauning changes 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers com. 
ments. Al l  letters h) the editor of general 
public Interest Will be printed. We do, 
however, retain the r ight  to refuse to pr int  
letters on grounds of possible l ibe l  or bad 
taste. f" 
in the earth's climate. 
Gordon MacDonald, a re- 
searcher at Dartmouth 
University and a former 
member of the president's 
Couneil on Environmental 
Quality, said such a change 
would have "major im- 
plieaflous for the world's 
food supply." 
For example, he said, 
wheat now grown in some 
parts of the U.S. would no 
longer be produced because 
of higher temperatures, 
Moreover, he said, an 
accelerated synthetic fuels 
program "may produce 
irreversible changes on the 
planet that eeald endanger 
the human apeclea." 
MaeDouald predicted that 
a crash program in which 
the U.S. relied heavily, on 
coal and synthetic fuels 
would bring a doubling of the 
carbon dioxide blanket by 
~010. 
t ' 
[Q uest ionnaires 
' 0 • are w rthwhl le.  
It's hilarious entertainment to spend a few minutes 
'watching people practice one of today's :newest 
dances: the shopping centre sidestep. The'~ dance 
begins with the appearance,of one or more pleasalit 
looking individuals holding clipboards. A few shoppers 
nearest he clipboard carriers shoot them startled, 
suspicious looks and.make abeeline in the 0pp~ite 
.... direction. The pattern of pedestrian' i traffic, flow . 
cha~es. ~ :' 
The clipboard group are interviewerehired to help 
compile information for market surveys and the 
Imrpose of the dance, of course, is to avoid meeting 
any of them face-to-face. Although tlTe inajority of 
consumers aren't really concerned about being a~ 
proached, some people are extremely reticent. . . . .  
Because a number of companies have used the galas 
of market r.eseareh to try to sell products to 
customers; because some pretty dubious "charities', 
havebeeome quite expert at embarrassing people in~ 
shelling out money; because Of the average.l~r .mn~s 
psychological resistance to being approach~l-it is' 
becoming more and more difficult fer researcherk to
gather information. 
"Market researchers do understand tliat it ts 
natural for the public to be reluctant to give their 
opinions to a stranger," agrees Marilyn San dl~i • 
outgoing President of the Professional Marketing 
Research Society (PMRS). : 
' PMRS in a 25 year-old, national non-profit' 
association of professionals involved in~ the ,fiel d of 
market research. Its purpose is four-fold: 
-to foster self-regulation of the indnstry by main- 
mining high standards of business practice 
--to educate the public as to the importance ofmarket ~ 
research and to respond to any public c0inplaints 
-to provide educational seminars for members , 
--and to serve as a means of maintaining contact 
amend 'market researchers- " " 
"At t.his time, I .think it is important toaddrens the 
credibility problem we're experiencing,". Sandier 
states. "We can't just tell people 'market research is 
good for you' and leave it at that." 
Perhaps the first thing people should know before 
they're Willing to co-uperate with a surveyor, suggests 
Sandier, is how to tell whether he or si3e is a legitimate 
interviewer. 
i ~ If y6u're approached atyour home or on the street, 
yotl 'Should ask' the person to show you some Iden; 
tlflcation stating the name of the market research 
~urm with which he is employed. Rarely will he be able 
to tell you which firm has commissioned the survey. 
confidentiality applies to both the respondent and the 
company, otherwise the interview may be subtly 
biased. 
On the other hand, if you are contacted by phone and 
asked to divulge information, ask for the name of his 
firm and request he call you again the next day. Then 
check out the company with PMRS, the BBB or the 
Ministry of Consumber and Commercial Relations. 
:, Two other methods of market researeh .w l~cb~e 
may be less :familiar with ~ rill'set i~ i i l l '~t ion-  
naires and discussion groups. Here, the people in- 
volved as respondents are commonly members of 
established panels. (They have agreed to put their 
names on a list of willing participants in exchange.for 
occasional gratuity fees or small gifts. Panel ists are 
compiled through word-of-mouth referrals, 
organization memberships and random solicitation.) 
Sometimes a surveyor will ask for your name and 
address for purposes of a follow up interview or spot 
verification by the market research firm. You needn't 
.worry that this information will be used for sales 
follow up. 
Once you've stablished that you have indeed been 
approached by a genuine market research in- 
tervtewer, the next question is why exaetly should you 
'~vaste" your time talking to him? 
The answer is that, as a consumer, you ultimately 
beiwfit from the opportunity to voice your criticisms 
to government and industry. Remember, they cared 
enough about what you think to pay the cost of this 
research. It costs companies a lot to introduce a new 
service or a new product-especially if that product or 
service flops. You wind up subsidizing the cost of 
commercial disasters through igher prices on other 
products. So, rather than complaining about an item 
which fats to satisfy our needs after it's on the shelf, 
you have the chance to input your opinions at an early 
stage. If the survey has been commissioned by 
government (and pald for through your tax dollars) it 
does seem self-defonting not to co-opei~ate. 
"It's really a shame some people will never esPond 
to a survey," Sandier laments. "They're falling to 
take advantage ofall their consumer privileges. After 
all, if only those very vocal people who have a lot of 
time on their hands co-operate, we won't have a 
proper feel for what the average person thinks, will 
we?" 
Sandier cites an example which illustrates just how 
beneficial market research can be. "Recently, !
conducted a discussion group for a food products 
manufacturer. The reason for our meeting was to get 
eooanmers' ~.omments on a brand of powdered rink 
that came in a can. During the session, it came out 
that those present preferred the type of can that you 
open with a can opener instead of the pull-tab variety.. 
This is the sort of data that is extremely helpful to us 
because the manfacturer in question can now save 
money by eliminating the puil-tab and the eonsamer 
will be able to purchase the product he finds most '
convenient touse. He may even enjoy a price decrease 
if the savings to the manufacturer a e high enough to 
Justify. such a move." 
So, the next time you're approached by an in: 
terviewer, by all means ask for his credentials. But, 
once he has idehtffied himself, give him a moment of 
your time. You shouldn't be afraid of being wroug~ 
being challenged, or having your name added to any 
6| ,It master list. 
In fact, if you ever feel a researcher has acted 
tmethically or improperly, the incoming pr~ddent of 
PMRS, Mark L.ovell, would like to hear about it. Write 
• him atP.O. Box 5155, Terminal 'A', Toronto MSW INS. 
There is also a PMRS branch in Vancouver that you 
may contact and a branch which should he established 
in Montreal by September. PMRS Code of Ethics 
available on request. 
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. .CAI ,G~¥ (CP) . - - I tw~ fowdaIIarsayear, senefood honcls Wodd;sunive much "Mic~Iture and development Alberta (IAA)electlon today cumbent vlce-presldent 
ztayearelgothattheBlack, and protectloff from the" peetthotumoftbecehtury, ofoilandgaariBhts, tctamng will decide who will lead Sykes Powderface of the 
f es~_ Blood, Pefpn, 8arose Montana whlsl~ey traders. ~ Today, the more • than 'abmt ~6 ndlllon last year, Treaty 7 during this '~n. Stoney reserve at Morley 
,~  8t~ bands turned, With the decline =of' the 13,000 'lndiaus ' en .reserve. At the same time, they're pertunt period of gathering and .Howard Beehee of the 
.over .th~ land;to the Crown : buffalo and the toiltaken by 
.~0m~e for promises ":white man's dleaam, some lands covering roughly slatting to flex their car. ep0nomte, and polltlcal Blood reserve who held the 
8~5,000 acres are be~anin8 perate muscle, momentum, pasltiou three times 
the white manplusa  .~peopledoubte.,t heTreaty7 to p~eper through ThelndianAsssoclattonof 
. . " ' . . . .:.., , :,,: ... . . . .  : :..,:, ~...,,;~. , , .. .. ) . . . . . .  The Herald,. Wednesday, July IS, lO79, Page s 
. . . .  ~ . ,~ ,~ . . . . .  ~ ' .  " ~ ,:.~:":" ~, ,',. : ' :  ; : '~ : ' :  ::;:"i/~'~.~;~,~r:i,':~;,'~';~;L..~, : • - .,:: ..... , ; " .  : . ~'. ' .i ..... ; : .>  
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Prams" "' Indians" ' . . . . o   mportant "e ,e  t'onc1 • 
~' -.  ,* -~,, . , ;  That contest is between i . 
S " :lnger:regrets' b, athtub'remark 
.l~alryi~l)MolfrON • (CP) --  unleashed a torrent of Klondike theme, a.dopted period of.ca.nadlan hin~cT pruspector's clothing, has 
8ingersaya he'elmeat controversy. 
he hadn't made an " The festivities be~in, of- reaumruy amen 1963. was marginal. " bectme stale, seys ha's had 
~ ..comm~t.lant week., lloially today and will run for . - ., . ztecenfly, Aid. Ed Leger. hundreds of telephone calls 
Critlcsenythe.ldea hasrun opo..nsoren a  unsuccessful .gem people who agree with 
anout,_tne city's annual five days, with the fair at its course, and interest it mouon score city council to  him. 
,~ono~e uays celebration •North lands exhib i t ion waulna. Others ay the city ditch the Klondike theme in Sinaer was among the 
,and fair. ' : : . ' grounds going on for unotl~.r ~:/ '" ' . five days. This yearn has Usurped the theme from favor of  somethin~ more o/'Jainal group of merchants 
the "real centre o f  the mroctl.y .connected with who drusmedup the theme When .the ~othing store shurtened city celebration Klondike Soldrush _ Edmonton's heritage. . after neiteln8 the success of 
:owner enid, A SatUrday will hove 150 events.: ' : Dawson City, h/the Yukon...Mac.or Con Purees hacks the Calgary Stompede's 
~t~th~m~ =~t~ Rut .me'~.dm®tomns 
vowement in that colorful renm..u= a aucoe., He aiea says, .feWer people are 
mo~uae ~,a~, he are again questleaing the "t~.ey say Edmeatun's in- ~enaum uays aria says It cowboy spectacle. Now, he 
" ' ' " ' ' , " sco(xs at critics WhO say the. dressL~ the pert because a
• . . c.!ty.~s no r~. t  to trade on llrotehus costume costs 
• " " ,' me ~oue=e heritage., to ~o50.. 
Paper Wheat abosorbs , . , , .us. . .  , . .  o . _ .  , ~ said."The costumes that are stepped stocking them. , worn from that period o f  Thiayear's e~ddbltion pays 
:= , : ,  'time fit in more with a clty tribute to I00 years ,of ' 
• ' . like' Edmonton than with the agriculture. The stage show 
aud ience  -*'---'--silent u .  " "  ° " - "  • Singer, who stands by hie stager  Tommy Hunter, " "asser t ion  that Klondike American ballader Bobby 
. ~;,'. ~- '..~: : " . • Days, with its emphasis on Vtoton, K.C. and the San- 
dresslna up in Gay Nintlesor .shine Band and the Dancing . ' . . r 
O~AWA (CP) i'~- L0ok 
~ ~ of y~ur mow 
uanadlam/ ~ the  , elder 
8ensraflon of SaSkatchewan 
smell4own fdk, and whet do 
YOU see? ,." ,..~ 
Scepttckm, wonder, in- 
v01vmont, and ultimately 
oponm0uth~" absorption 
with Paper Weal  
The shoW~' to the toe-. 
tupptn8 music of a nddlar, 
has .  been-: prained as 
some~ng amount~ to a 
trut Canadinn folk opera. 
It's sun of the current crop 
of nmm mmla~a shows 
..t~-~_ Cmd~, apre~t of 
me ~th Street House 
Theatre in Saskatoon.. 
Dtwlnl a tour M abwi 30 
small towns in Saskat. 
ehewun i t  drew In. 
hi ..u.~.ouu~ and aUmdUa 
ovauons .mR eapaulty au- 
~m~ss, 
,,,me from the raw days 'of 
the wheat trade before 
establishment o f  . the 
Canadian wheat beard, when 
private dealers on the 
.Wianipe~ Grain Exchange 
bought and sold wheat qp- 
'tiona --  slips of paper 
without real grain in 
evidence. , . . . .  
The skulduggery that 
.farmers thodght prevailed 
encouraged creation of the 
farmer-owned . Gra'in 
Growers •Grain Co. and 
growth of the cooperative 
movement early in the 15045. 
The film .laments the~dlag 
of coop enthusiasm in these 
days of Prairie affluence. 
Paper Wheat' Was c rea~ 
by the six performers who 
wrote It and the artistic 
director of 25th Street House, 
Andy Ta!m. 
They tell of the enthusiasm 
~ae ~ow comes to CBC- which the ear ly Prairie 
TV Wednesdey night in the se~ers h.rouaht from the 
of a movie by the British IsJes and Middle 
aanonal Film Board in its ~t~0fl~a ,, nd me hardsldp 
cho . l !~_~_q~ ey ~ with ,~,~u 
,-ram m uanaman Th • 
socie~ and provoke dis- ey also uramatiea the 
~douLOf  t~,  work of E.A. Partridge, first 
~' president of the grain 
. The film puts Paper Wheat Mowers now cmmldered by 
m its appropriate local ~me to have been 30 years 
setting, the drmry Prairie ahead of his times. He talked 
town in a winter bl lmrd to the farmers in their own 
with the cart of six and their terms, cajoling them into 
eallapeIMe q~t touring in a signing contracts for 
van, entlng in beaneries and delivery of grain to their own 
• slusplag in third-rate hotel& shareh°ider'owned corn- 
Some of the meet telling pany. 
soenns are shots of the dd 
farmen and their wives, 
now reUrnd, rcilvin8 the dd 
days of wheat farmlaff in 
pictures conjured in the 
mind's eye by the act/on on 
stage. 
~Paper Wheat takes Its 
"A lot of decent folk out 
here in the West would never 
have heard of Ottawa," he 
said, "if it weren't for the 
scandals that go da there .... 
"We farmers are like 
mushrooms. We're kept in 
the dark and fed manwe."  
Whale burying 
either will he towed to a 
~ote  spot o deeompnse or
he buried, David Jeans 
of the provincial envl- 
rmment department, said 
Tuesday. 
Jeans amid a decision on 
the beat course to take would 
be made after a department 
~le~l  has ussesend the 
sltuatlun. ,
The whales came ashore 
Salurdny and Sunday. 
and couldn't detest the 
gradual slope of the beach 
which is shallow. 
She said a lot of strandinga 
have been reported from 
similar beaches. ' 
plans are made 
POINT AU GAUL, NI;~I). Sue Johnson, a bloloKlet at 
(CP) - -  About 135 whales, Memorlai University in St. 
dead m a beach ere despite ' John's, said there in no set 
the tearful efforts of local theory. " 
residents to save them, She speculated that one 
animal became disoriented 
There was a poeaibillty 
that oil from a tanker may 
have had something to do 
with the incident, she s~sld. 
Tissue samples from the 
whales were being analyzed 
by the fisheries department 
in determine ff they con- 
tained oil. 
Within the 35,500-membur 
Waters, a fountain ~spley 
which had not arriyed by 
Tuesday. 
Off the grounds, the focus 
will bo on the traditional 
Sunday promenade, where 
those dressed in Klondike 
garb can parade downtown. 
The annual raft race will 
again be held on the North 
Saskatchewan River. Also, a 
~tair  balloon race has ber-~ 
added to the list of m 
evehts. , and southern Alberta. 
Officials say attendance Currently, all 42 bands in the 
will equal er~ exceed hut Irovioce ere administered 
year's f i~ 'e  of 703,754. It by  the relional office in 
should not be hurt by the Edmonton. 
gasoline situation in the Pow(lerfaea, 42, foe~ the 
United States, which Cal- south needs to be ad- 
gary Stampede officials cite ministered with a separate 
for a 4o,000.drop in at- budget becanenileprlorittes 
tendance there ,  because are different from those of 
fewer Americans attend the north. 
Klondlke Days. "Riaht now wa fml w~'m 
, Treaty 7 is recoan/zed 
e politically acUve, beet 
• orgaulzed and moat unified 
Increasingly, Treaty 7 
hands .hove taken actions 
Independent of the IAA - -  
they hove set up their own 
health research teami done 
much of their own treaty 
resesrch and will he mahing 
a separate presenistion to 
GovGes~ Edward Schreyer 
when he meets with the IAA 
on the Alemnder reserve 
f Them'is talk of Treaty 7 
ormmg a separate unit 
within the IAA 8o Treaty 7 
bands can deal directlywlth 
governments without harts8 
to go through the IAA 
executive. 
• The bands have also been 
for a regional Indian 
ea in calpry to 
s~'~e the bands of cenbrai 
being held hack by the less 
fortunate timds In the 
province," Powder/ace saM. 
"They either have to get into 
a catch-up process or we'll 
have to ~et into d delaying 
process." 
In contrast, Beebee 
doesn't see.the need for a 
separate regional office 
serves8 the onuth: "l don't 
think we're going to do any 
good by separat/ng." 
Bonhee, 65, has been IAA 
president four times, aBlood 
bend councillor for more 
than 13 years and a member 
:of the Udvere/ty of Leth- 
bridge senate. 
Beebea said he Is rmnin~ 
for the treaty vice. 
preaidancy because he'd like 
to sit dawn with the new 
federal government to 
ckrify treaty rishts. For- 
mation of a separate treaty 
unR within the IAA isa  low 
~ ority with him, although 
thinks the idea should be 
studied. 
Sesins the srowins af- 
fluenco f southern Alberta's 
white population, both 
Beehoe and Powdarface f el 
that with a combinaUon of 
Indian initiative and their 
share of Alharta'e.:heen, 
dtizens om reserves chould 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY., 
imaallima  ,, mm 
I i I waysnae urooernes 
~lH~ D=,,.,..,;,,.,,~ u . .  ~,k.o,. i WE DELIVER SATURDAYS I I 4711-O Keith Ave. ' ' ' 
~ . ~  . . , . .m, . . . ,  . .po  u . .==.  ' / PHONES3S.3,36 I I v . . _ . L  L_ . . :~__ , ,  . . . . . .  " . 
~ "u . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~.J.H. READY~,X ' I; our  f r iend ly  conven ience '  s tore  ~%-~1;  st0m moo furniture Kellnisnln8 i Construction Ltd.. I I ~ . . . . . . .  - - r~- - , -  
General BuildingContracting ' ~[ ,q /  ' ~ ' HOURS: " -,~:3 
.,, 2610 Kalum. St, Terrace J, T~rnhil, i wm"a' 9:00  am to 19. idn ight  
NORTHWEST PIPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
. . . .  HO$ ES,~ UTS AND 8b£Yg, F E NCI NG, 
WATER SOFTENERS- -  AND MORE- -  I 
6239 Keith Avenue - near S.C. Hydro 
635-7158 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
' AUTHORIZED 
~ e  SERVICE 
DEPOT 
Phlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon.,Sat. - -  9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Fr iday - -  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
, ' 4~;;L{ I.,kel.,,v t;.{~', 4543 
plumbln0. Heat!n 0 : Commercial Servicing 
Residential Industrial -Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
~'Unlque Bathroom Boutique" 
• 4436 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P 0 Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE. B C VBG 4B5 OR 635.9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad. 
(;I,A(:IEI{ 
!( :.~.g.gb 
' S  
A (:Oml)h.te (;lass a .d  
,~ , l .minum SG'r~ i('e 
4418 Legion Avenue 
Terrace, D,C. 
Cleaners Ltd. 
• FOR THE BEST IN  ~ 
SUEDEAND LEATHER 
• CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Leg ion  Avenue and  Min i  Ma l l  
(Nex l  Io Mr. Mikes) 
:635-2838 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad, 
SMA LL APPL IAN C E S • LAWN MOWE RS. 
RENOVATING. BICYCLES. ETC. 
Handyman Unlimited 
Call B ILL  or DALE 
638-8277 or 635-3967 
3943 Mountainvlew 
Terrace, B.C. 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LA UNDRO.~I..I 7?. 
OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serre You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse ' 635-2i04 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
RESIDENTIAL ~ lml~& HOT WATER 
f i /~ iBh i t /~  (~ homes, Fireplaces 
remodelling 8. General Carpentry Jan's ~ f~h~r  Heating 
636-2369 
6.3916Mountalnview Ave., Terrace ,.()NE 638'1460 , T~:RT~TC£[W~L~H AVE, 
 £Ol& 
&,#£$1GII YO. 
Custom finishing. Renovations. Additions 
CEDAR SPECIALISTS 
Box 643 ~-4~86 Terrace, B,O. 
. r r  , 
3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
Pro-Teoh Electronics EnGinnering 
SERVING TERRACE & KIT IMAT 
We ServlceAII Commercial & Home Entertainment 
Appliances Including Microwave 
Warranty Oepot 
Sanyo Soundesigo, Keawood, Admlrsl, Hitachi 
Morse Electrophonic 
Hammond Certified Technician 
3301 KALUM 635-5134 
Ous Etchepry, manager 
cg Fishery Prodt~is Ltd. of 
St, Jdm's, said his company 
had hoped it would be able to 
the wh~es for fish 
meal and eztract he& oil, 
but ~ found tbls Is not 
tcchulcal~ possllgo. 
Wlmhu with their high fat 
content and large bone 
structure could not be 
processed in fish plants 
~for  ~.  
We were holP~ wo could 
pulverize their bones, but 
that's mt pnsslble," he said. 
Meanwhile, there have 
been several theories an to 
w~horetho whalm swam 
Dr. Keith Hay, a SeienUst 
d~ b federal fld|eries de- 
nrtmont, said he believes 
Be wholes were pert of a 
harem, mostly females with 
a small nun~ber of males, 
He said that as social 
mhnais they tend to keep 
~ ether mid were playing ow the leader when they 
me ashore. 
However, there was little 
oil on the beached whales. 
• Dr. Jon Lien, a marine 
biologist at Memorial 
University, said that by the 
time he travelled to Point Au 
Gaul on Saturday from SL 
John's, fishermen . were 
exhausted. 
They were "...sort of col 
lapsing Just before we got 
there," Lion said. Fisher- 
men towed about 23 whales 
back out to sea. 
He discounted rei~ris of 
brutality towards the 
wholes, snyln8 he found no 
shuse.and was Impressed 
mm me compassion of the 
crowd. 
"Over and over sp in  I 
would see people standing by 
the whales crying. They 
would carry five gallon 
bocaeis of water from a 
stream over a rotqlh beach 
and bathe the wholes that 
were still al ive," 
Ca l l  us  a t  635-6357 9 to  5 
I: 
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SPORTS 
Nationals win eighth 
SEATTLE (AP) - - Lee  He then walked Dave This 5oth All-Star Game tied 6~. 
Mazzlll/of Now York Mess Parker of Pittsburgh was a hack-und-forth contest 
slugged apinch home run to Pirates, who.earlier had-sot from the start and remained 
tie the game in the ~ an all-star~ record by tfllf~oniybecameofParker, s 
inning, then drew a . throwing but" two runners e arm in right field. The 
.... : tourney pia ned 
ItiVerslde park will !~ 
the" site of an exhibitim 
mens :  fastbal l  .. tour 
namenf  this weekem 
between the Skeen~ 
Cedar .:Kings and  Fore 
Star :::Construct/on from 
" Abb0tsford; The two 
• teams will play a total oi 
f l ve : /games ,  two en 
Satln'day July 21 at  I p.m. 
and 7 p.m. and three on 
Sunday July 22 at  12 noon, 
2 p,m, and 4 p.m. 
Recent ly the Cedar 
Kings placed second in a 
Sr ; :  . "B"  invitat ional  
tournament held on the 
lower mainland where 
they. defeated Vancouver 
1.0,' New Westminster 8-4 
and' Kelowna. 6-5...The' 
only games they lost were 
to  Nanahrlo 4-3 and 3-1 in 
the ~ filial. 
'me .,team from. Ab- 
botsford is in the ~.  "A" 
• league of men's fastball, 
the team from Terrace is 
in the Sr. "B" league. 
game 
• lower nests m rq~t field for 
The game began as a a 3-2AL lead. 
slngfest with starting pit- . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lynn and Foster both left 
ehors Nolan of the game in the second in. 
California for theRY~I~ and ning, bothered by recurring loaded walk to force home.., from, right field. Craig Pittsburgh star, nemedmost Steve Carlton of Phila- grolnL'ljurles. 
the w ian~., run in the niath". Re~. ~d~..of Houston Astras valuable player of the delphta Phillies for the NL The Nationals tied the as me National Leagu'e' .,~POPl~l u~ but when Kern 
defeated the  American walked Ron Cay of Los contest, cut down Jim Rice cuffed for five runs in the score in the socond on singles 
of Boston trying to stretch a first inning, by Philadelphia's .Bob 
LeagueT.0Tuesuayulghtfor Angeles Dodgers t~ead ~e double into a triple leading Ryun struck "out the first. ~oone, plneh-hittor Loo 
its e.igh~ stralght.vlot.GtT, in I~sea, Ro.n Gul&'ylof~!New 'off the seventh inning, then two batters he faced on just Brock of St. Louis Cardinals 
major lengue naseonll's xork YanKees rel ined f~ threw out Brian Downing of seven pitchers but then -- making one last all-star annnal AilStar Game. the AL. 
. " ' : ' :  ~ . • , • California Angels at the walked Steve Garvey of Los appearance' in his final 
A capacity crowd of 58,905 Mazzilll'wo~ked ~he o~unt plate for the final out in the Angeles. Philadelphia's eason and Dave Lo s of 
Jammed the Seattle to 3-1 and then took a high eighth inning Mike Schmtdt followed' - -  p e  . . . . -  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Kingdome to watch the outsldepltehforhallfour.He . M.azziilihad tied.the score a triple that bounced off the bases --~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  KlngswlIIbeeneofmanyblgMtterswhowmfaeea American League's • with Los Angeles that loaded the 'Ibis slogger from the Cedar " 
flippud.his-bat-away in 'a ~h?~mPer~feath:s eitr~i~da~d ° l~veOfaB?th~en~a~r~ ~ht  ' porker ' .""  *'~r'eexiY ny  sough .am from AbDowtord this weekend. frustration Stretch another cartwheel as Morgan trotted ~r rig " In t~ third inn the ' ' 
year. TheNL now has wou 16 nem~ With the deciding run. regain thelead in the bottom centre. : too . . . . . . .  ing,. NL ' . 
of the last 17 contests and .. ' . , it me leeu when Schinidt ~ . . ... . . . . . . . . . .  
holds a 31-18-1 edge in ~ 'Aiiitmingearllar, Mazzilli, half when Downing singled ' ClnbipJmtlaGeorgeFester doubled moved to third un a : . ~ . 
makinghis all-star debut, and moved up on a bunt by follawed witha double, to f leldor's'chelcea~,cm.ed Canada haspoor  s t a r t  series that hegau in 1933. drilled. ,his ,l~me,t~n~jnst Bruce Bochte of Seattle right and it was quickly 2.0 on an Infield out. - - -  
Marinars.ReggieJacksonof fortheNL, ' BW '~- *"  __.m_ _ "~ ' The Nationals scored the over tne yellow line at the top .the. Y a.nkees was in. But the Americans came ~_ - -:~ ,,,, yume right WEST D~,~,~, . . . .  ' ~ ' winning run i  this se -caw 
contest without benefit of a of the loft-field fence. It was mnuonauy walked and after right back George.Brett of oar~ again, moving ahead 5. ,~ , , , ,m ~,r ;  - -  In men's events ,, 
hit, capitalltlngontheulnth, the seventh pineh-hemer in California's Bobby Grleh Kansas C~ o,~,,,~o-,~ -, 4. Baylor singled with on Canadlan team hopes for im. Cana~ts Rico,. said McDonald who 
_ 1.,, . . . . . . . . .  *~ out in e proved standin s surf lath with 1,545 while the recenuy won a bronze medal inning wildness of Texas 'NL all.star history and the struck out, Gralg Nettles of the late b bux . the third and Chat g fred a Unl P Y om strl ted States in firs Rangers reliever Jim Kern. first since Willie Davis did it the Yankees ingled to rieht teaser Mmuannn - -  ~ Lemon of Chicago WhiteSex major setback as the seven. ~ t ~m ' t place, ' at~ePan American Games. 
. --o---.-~ o.  mu ' m - - -  -,---. "'it r l With one out in the ninth, in 1973. Mazzl]li connected Pa~ar charged the hall friend, recovered h,, .who re P~.ced Lynn, was hit . emnor Canadian archery ,, ,,, , , , ,~,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a .neqso much there we 
Kern walked Joe Me,gun of for his homer batting left. - - -  ~ . . . . . . . .  ,.~ure and drew a one. ]~ ,' poor rfo~tPmaue g Y our men e and women's felt it comin back this and his throw to the nlat~ in enmmu ""  oy a pitch team came u with eneraH We..~,,~,~ u, move v~n reeuy lOSt onr term. But I 
Cineinnati Reds. Then, at- handed against Kern and the air caught a sliding out walk. Don Bavl~ ~ oston s Carl Yastr. . pe es in the , . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  g af- 
tempting to pick him off, he drew his game-deciding Downing, with Montreal California doubled-h/~'~-.Z= zemski, one month short of open.~ng rounds of the world .~.;,o^,~ j~_~xmat  the ternson. 
.committed a ball[, allowing walk batting from the right . . . . . . . . .  ~,,,c his archer . . . . . . .  ~umapsunmlps tO 
catcher .  Gary  Carter and then Lynn smashed a 2.2 __40~birthda.y, singl.edfor Thesda~Y championships flfth here but it lcoks like tha Today, McDonald 
t~e,yru~nor t?~c~,s~F~c~, v~lde.~mst Guldry. m°c~lng t~ plate to keen it 'pitch ~ bff Carlto,, ,-,^ ,~- ~e run anu..~nen ~clUnidt __ ~. •mo, i - - . . . ,~ . . . .  c,~. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . will 
' "- ' " " "  ........ : . . . . . . .  l ae  exce . . . .  : " -  ',,-,r ,..re o lown It;, : ~oo[  at targets set at 50 an " • . "~ wa. un b ptlon was Joan . . . . .  • . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ~. d 
• ,.~t~ ~.~,  d~b~l~oy ...... McDouald,~of.. ^,~..., ...... ,,.saldI,Jank,,.~Vbodward,,of. ; _30,,,,metres,. dist~inces',q • a~owrr~ . . . . . .  • ~ ,~"s  T--bh~ W]10 Medicine" Hat fOil ' 
City, Lemon.scored tomake ~e3~7secoO~t to fapossible 360 assistant team m~nag~l ta~ 60 ~W~e ~r~e~ ys  70 and 
ndroundandhas a coach ' g ' WHAT I1 THE. FA/TE/T 
THING IN THI/AREA ? 
A gal who just read a 
great sale ad in... 
'II,AII( M:E-KI'IIM I'l' 
dally herald 
it 5-4. 
The Nationals tied it again total of 573 .to stand 23rd. 
in the sixth against rookie The surprise leader, Jin. 
Mark Clear of California on a Ho Kim of Korea, shot 621. 
double by Dave Winfield of The best Canadian man 
San Diego Padres and a was 17-yeer-old Chris Smith 
single by Carter. But once of Harvey Station, N.B. His 
more the AL bounced right, 534 total puts him 44th. 
back. World record holder 
Yastrzemski opened the Darrell Pace of the United 
home sixth against San Slates leeds with 603. 
Diego's Gaylord Perry with In women's team stan. 
a single and Porter drilled a dings, Canada is 9th with a 
double, sending .pinch. 1,659 total compared to 1,802 
runner Rick Burleson of for the leader, Korea. 
Boston to third base. Bechte, 
the hometown hero, 
delivered a pinch single to 
score Burleson. 
Relievers Joe Samblto of 
Houston Astrns and Mike La. 
Cogs of Cincinnati wehved 
their way through the rest Of 
the inning without further 
damage. 
That left the score 6.5 after 
six ~ and Parker kept 
.the Nationals within striking 
..distance with his powerful 
mrows that cut down Rice in 
tha seventh and Downing in 
the eighth. 
Meanwhile, Mazzilli tie~ 
the score for the Nationals 
with his pinch homer and 
then pr.educed the winning 
run on me baseslcaded walk 
in the ninth. 
Jackson 
forgets 
SEATTLE (AP) .& Rea le  
Jackson was 27,000 feet in 
the air over Mount Shasta, 
flying here from Oakland for 
~ntaJor league baseball's All. 
ar Game, when he 
Other Canadian scores and "The 50 metres has always 
ranking in women's events been toughest for me." he 
are: Linda Kazienko, said. "It's really just a 
Toronto, 559 for 33rd, and mental thing. I just have to 
Marie-Claude Pltre, Car. rsmemberthatifyoushootit 
nignun, Que., 532 for 65rd. right the arrow will go in the 
in men's events Ron bul lseye." 
L ippert  of' Waterloo, Ont., Following Tuesday's 
524for55th, PhilTalbot, New men's events at 90 and'70 
Westminster, B.C., 524 for metres, a dejected Stun 
78th and Stun Slatkowski of Siatkowski jammed his 
Toronto, 484 for 79th expensive and delicately 
'We've never really balanced bow in a nearby 
recovered from Puerto garbage can. 
Nicklus makes good 
season i
• LY'~HAM ST. ANNES, 
England (AP) - -  Jack 
Nickism could,tam the mess 
ffustratin& unproductive 
year of his unmatched 
career into a reasonably 
successful season this week 
in the 108th British Open golf 
championship. ' 
Niekinus has his own yard. 
stick for the measure of sue. 
~e s. TIm, t eentres around 
game s four major tests, 
e Masters, PGA, U.S. and 
British opens. 
"YOU can't have a really 
good season if you don't win 
one of the majors," Nicklsus 
said before setting out in the 
c f~d t .round. today of golf's 
eat, most revered event: 
"And ff you do win one of 
the,majors: it's ~rd  to say 
you ve nag a ned season." 
To this point, Nlcidaus has 
had a bad season. He's the 
first to admit it. 
E gl d n n an, 
change in the Nlcklaus .formanees. He missed rite 
fortunes. • Masters playoff by a stroke 
There is Ms history In the and was llth in  the 
British Open. It is the best. 
His emotional, stirring 
victory at historic St. An. 
drews last year was his third 
British Open title. He's been 
second six times and finished 
third on another occasion 
when he missed a title 
playoff by a single shot, his 
.chip on the 72rid hole grazing 
me cup. 
"I always eem to get my 
game in some sort of order 
when I come over,here," he 
said,• "Generally, I play 
we]]." 
. Nicklans also has 
generally been able to reach 
. inside himself for a little 
something extra in major 
tournaments. The Masters 
and the U.S. Oken this year 
prompted his two best per- , . . .  
American untiooai chum. 
plonship. 
Nicklans would.like to win 
this year's open. 'q haven't 
won a British Open in 
England. They've all been in 
Scotland." 
And that points to Watson 
as the man to beat on the 
6,822.yard, par 71 'Royal 
Lytham St. Annes C lub  
course, a tight, heavily 
bunkered layout on 
England's west coast. 
Watson is having one of the 
great seasons of modern 
times. Re's won four times 
and been second the same ~ 
number. He's already sot a 
s ing le -season money. 
winning record with almost 
$400,000. remembered -- he had 
forgotten his New York But while his performance 
Yankees uniform, this season has been unchar. ; 
"I wanted to jump out of acferlatle of the man who S o c c e r  b r a w l  theplane right there-- I was ' owns golf's most outstanding 
really embarassed and record, it may be important ' . : " 
upset," the controversial to keep lt in perspective, tapes requested .... outfielder said. , Tom Watson, generally re- 
In desperation, Jackson garded as Nicklana' logical 
started making frantic successor as ruler of world 
phone calls, to no avail, golf, perhaps aid it best. ..VANCOUVER (CP) -- ~ lea.st if fur~er action by 
After 30 minutes, Reggie "The Nicklans era is not ~ortn amerzoan soccer we tongue zs taken," said 
finally reached Western over. He's too good a player, League officials have J,~m Best, president and 
Airlines in Oakland and an too smart a player, too requested tapes from BCTV general manager of  the 
talented a player not to come airl ine representat ive back." . . of a second.halt brawl that Whitecaps who won the promised to have the saw four players ejected game 4-2 to sweep their 
uniform on a 2:20 (p.m. A victory this week would from sunday night's game home-and.home series. 
PDT) flight out of San ben personal vindication for 
Francisco, Nicklaus; would make Whitecaps and New York NASL. 
An hour before the game • meaningless his early. 
was scheduled to start, season difficulties, his lack 
Jackson put on a Seattle of other 1979 titles, his 65th 
Mariners' uniform an position on the money. 
. , w r - 
perontly not putting faith in winning list. 
am. rances that his Yankees "A win in one. of the big 
uniform would be delivered ones could turn the whole 
to the Kingdome locker, thing around," he said. 
room in time for the the There are indicators that 
game. point toward a definite 
between Vancouver 
Cosmos. 
BC'I~ televised the game 
from Giants Stadium at East 
Rutherford, N.J., end the 
coverage included the 14- 
minute melee which saw 
players from• both sides 
involved,in kicking and 
punching incidents. "
"It wouldn't suri)rtse me in 
ngalmt he best club in the 
The fracas started when 
Whitecaps winger Willie 
Johnston became tangled up 
with defender Andranik 
Eskandarlan ofthe Coamaj. 
While they were battling, 
John Ci'aven of Vancouver 
became involved in an 
altercation with Gsorgio 
Chlnaglia. 
% 
Derby 
winners 
Julius Komlos (left) caught a 1~ lbo. Spring Salmon in the Daily Herald Fishing 
Derby and :reccived a wal~h from Jim Koknach (ri#~t), manager of Carters 
Jewelers in the 8keena Mall. 
Fisheries seeks data 
by Don Baker 
Mike Whelpley,' the 
vice-president of the local 
chapter of the Steelhead 
Society of B.C. has been 
placed In charse of a 
s t ream inventory  
-~program . which will 
provide the department 
of fisheries with data to 
be used in the formation 
of better conservation. 
methods. • 
Whelp le fs  study is 
sponsored by the 
steelhead society chapter 
in  Terrace but is under 
the control of federal 
fisheries. The Skeena 
Youth Works Incentive 
Program is also involved 
in the study. 
Whelp ley's study,, will 
pr0vide'gbverninent wi h 
information to be fed into 
a computor. The 
. . .  " : /  : ' i i : , :  :'?" :. •. :: .... 
statistics are needed by located at the mouths of been cut off from tl~ 
various r iver-systems 
throughout the area. 
Whelpley told the 
Herald that his research 
• is not designed to prove 
anything. Said Whelpley, 
"we already know from 
practical experience that 
the numbers Of fish are on 
the decline." 
One reason Whelpley 
gave for the depletion of 
fish stocks is the use of 
gill nets. According to 
Whelpley over 5,000 
steelhead, were caught' 
" incidental ly" by gill 
nets which were designed 
for Sockeye salmon. 
Another  reason  
Whelpley gave for the 
such groups Rathe  
steelbead society to aid in 
their conservation at- 
tempts, says Whelpley. 
In his studies, Whelpley 
supervises visual in- 
spections of steelhead 
and cutthroat spawning 
grounds. Whelpley's 
studies Wailreveal the 
effects o f  man's  en- 
croachment in to  the 
wilderness home of these 
fish. 
As well as making 
visual accounts of the 
fish's habitat, Whelpley 
will monitor the progress 
of fish which have been 
implanted with electronic 
devices. These devices 
Skeena and other rivers 
by road construction. '
Another  reason  
Whelpley gave for the 
depletion of fish stocks is 
that "a lot of water which 
should be producing fish 
is not because the rearing 
grounds have been cut off 
from the Skeena and 
other r ivers by  road 
construction." 
A third reason 
Whelpley and other 
S tee lhead  Soc ie ty  
members site for the 
depletion in fish stocks is 
over-fishing. Wbelpley 
and his fellow fishermen 
say they would like to see 
more people concerning 
themselves with the 
conserYatious aspect ~of 
sport fishing as well as  
the catching and killing 
aspect of the sport. 
will be. placed in the depletion offish stocks is 
stomachs of sample fish that a lot of water which 
and ,the signal,given .off: should be producing fish 
by these devices will be is not. because the 
recorded •at stat ions rearing grounds have 
EA S TERN DIVISION 
Teams plan overland win 
out," Payne said, "We'll let 
the one who is going to start 
know in plenty of time." 
So far Smith and Marler 
are pleased with the two- 
quarterback system that 
worked perfectly in Ottawa 
w~th Tom Clements and 
Co~,drodge Hollo~vay. 
"When I'm in there Dave 
said Tieats quarterback Ed 
Smith, "We got so far behind 
in Ottawa that our runing 
game wasn't hat irhportant, 
His appearance also will 
put fullback Mark 
Bregaguolo n the bench. 
Hsmilten employed both of 
its rookie quarterbacks 
Smith and Dave Marler 
can discuss R. It's like one 
quarterback with four eyes." 
Payee and Gregg also 
hope to see improvement in
their kicking games, 
specifically on field guais. 
Marler wan totally insf. 
fectlve against Ottawa and 
Toronto's fan Suntar missed 
two key field goals against 
• Montreal. 
We had to play Patch-up." 
On Monday Toronto ac- 
tivated lmper~ running bark 
Mike MacArthur for the 
Hamilton game and released 
defensive nd Dennis Helm. 
"Mike can help us in many 
ways," said head coach 
Forr~t Greu .  , 
One is to take some ot the 
heat off running back Terry 
Metcalf. 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats and 
Torento Argonauts both plan 
to take the overland route to 
victory when they clash 
tonight in their Canadian 
Football League game at 
Hamilton's Ivor Wynne Sin- 
damn. ~ 
Both Eastern Football 
Conference Clubs displayed 
nonexistent running attacks 
last week when they dropped 
~heir season openers. 
Hamilton gained just 70 
yards on the ground in its 30- 
19' loss to Ottawa Rough 
Riders. The Argos weren't 
much better, rushing for 105 
arde against Montreal 
enettes In their 11-9 loss. 
"We're close to getting a' 
real good running game," 
against Ottawa. Smith - is behind me all the way and 
started but Metier took over vice versa," Smith said. 
in the second half. "Sure, I prefer to start and 
Head coach John Payne so does Dave but we take it 
said the switch was easy. as it goes." 
• "Smith got banged up and . Marlsr thinks the arrange- 
we decided it was best that ment will work. 
we change him." "Whoever has the hot hard 
Payee has not decided who will be in the game but the 
will start against Toronto , other guy can still help," be 
nor has he designated either said. "On the sidelines you 
of them as No. 1. lasrna great deal, eapeclally 
"We'll let them work it about he defences and you 
Winnipeg juggles line up 
do that type of thing against 
us," says Bakken. 
Jauch says he does not like 
to juggle his lineup, but is. 
still looking for the ability 
and mental toughness which 
be demanded and fL..lly 
found from his players when 
he coached in Edmonton. 
"We understand a guy is 
going to make a mistake or 
two, but if we can see the. 
ability is there, we can stay 
with those types of players," 
he says• 
The game will be televised 
on CTV's western network. 
rcches? 
CHICAGO (AP) -- 
Chiesgo Bears announced 
Tuq~day that veteran run.. 
ning back. Johnny Mosso, 
also the club's special teams 
captain, has been plaeed on 
the National Football 
League's physically-unable- 
toperform list, apparently 
ending his football career. 
Musso, Who joined the 
Bears in November, 1975, 
after three seasons jn the 
Canadian Football League 
with Britisb Columbia Lions 
LOOKING 
FOR A 
W 
H 
. . I  
See our  I t 
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WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Winnipeg Blue •Bomber 
coach Ray Jaueh has juggled 
his starting line up for a 
Canadian Football League 
game ,against Calgary 
Stkmpeders tonight, 
Jauch made ~the changes 
after reviewing the t.enm's 
p~i'tormanca in  28 to 10 loss 
toEdmonton Eskimos in the 
Opening ame of the western 
conference July 10. 
Two of six new starters are 
recent arrivals to the team, 
Tackle Steve Ellenbogen will 
replace John Malinesl~' on 
the left side of the offensive 
line and defensive halfback 
Steve Gelley is taking 'the 
spot of .injured Rnn Mabra, 
Running back Larry 
Washington and defensive 
end. John Anderson are 
coming off the injury list, 
While slotback Brian Gervais 
is switching to Offence after 
playing safety In the first 
game. 
.Cornerback Brad Wagner 
missed the final c~tt two 
Weeks ago, but was recalled 
and will start in place of 
Martin Mitchell, dropped 
from the roster Friday. 
:. The Stampeders will not 
.nwke any roster changes 
going into their opening 
game, says coach Jack 
Gotta, who is still undecided 
' about whether to start John 
Hufnagel or Ken Johnson at 
quarterback, 
The Calgary players are 
cautious about he game. 
"Last week (against 
Edmbnton), take away a 
couple of big mistakes and 
they would have been in the 
• game to the end," says 
Stampeder middle line. 
backer Ollie Bakken. 
lie says the Calgary 
defence must beware the 
passing arm of Blue Bomber 
quarterback Dieter Brock. 
The Bomber offence takes 
on a new look with a switch 
to the double slotback for- 
matiou and the arrival of 
Larry Washington to team 
up with running back Jim 
Washington, 
"He (Larry Wnshingtm) 
gives us another back in 
passing situations, which 
will really 'help our quar- 
terbacks. He also gives us 
strong rtmning across the 
board," says Jauch. 
Bakken expects Calgary 
will have to contain Jim 
WashingtOn much more than 
the Eskimos did in the 
opener, 
"He gets the ball deep in 
the backfield and then picks 
his holes. They'll. probably' 
/ 
SALMON 
FISHING DERBY 
• 11~ .ll~ald. WednCeday, JUly 18, 1979, I~ge I
....:.:.. :~ ~.::::,,;.:.::~ ... :. 
NOW IN FULL SWING 
• THIS WEEKS 
. • .. ~: " ? . :  , r', ~! 
IDDEN WEIGHT PRIZE . . . .  ' • W |  i ' "  ' "'~ ~h{, i  
• Tack le  . . . . . . .  • Assorted • .. ',~ ~ 
' G ibbs  - Norco  " . . . .  : '  Cour tesy  . , :  
. . t 
' i 
i OTHER WEEKLY PRIZES 
I,Kod-  Model 100 Instant Camera . . . .  ' Assorted Tackle- " 
I Courtesy Sight & Sound • Courtesy Gibbs- Norco 
leMeu Watch -" • .,Smoker . 
I ~ Courtesy Carters Jewellers " . . . . "  Courtesy Overwaitea 
l .~sor ted  Tackle : " ' eTaelde Box & Kit - 
I ' Courtesy Luhr Jensen' . :, . Courtesy K mart 
l'Gift Certificate. ' " oSm0ker 
' Courtesy Saan Stere ' , . . . . .  ' ' -  . Courtesy LahrJensen '. 
• ' I I  I 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
! Largest Spring Entered Lar(gest C0hoe Entered 
During the Derby wins During the Derby Wins 
A ROD &.REEL A :RoD& REEL 
Courtesy Ccm' t~y 
Dalwa' - Algonquin Dalwa . .A!gmquln 
t .  " • 
GRAND PRIZE 
t • 
t~ 
,%: 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, COURTESY 
Hotel .accommodation included CPAlr 
Haida Travel 
'. Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 8keens Mall 
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 M~chlmts Association 
-To  be  awarded  on  a draw bas is -a l l  ent r ies  e l ig ib le  • 
- Any salmon caught in fresh 
water within a 50 mile radius 
of Terrace is eligible. 
• Only fish weighed in at the 
Overwaltea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
RULES 
- All entries must be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
licence and an official entry 
form available at OverwRites 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daffy Herald. 
- Limit one entry per person 
per day. 
- Employees of the Daffy 
Herald or the Skeeua Mall are 
ineligible. 
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daffy Herald. 
.q. ,-t 
L;  
- Entries for each week will 
dose at 6 p.m. Saturday. 
i/ 
3, /  
t • 
L 
} 
OFF IC IAL  ENTRY FORM .~ 
. m ~ m m m N m  ~ i ~ m l  . ~ M m ~  m m ,  ~ 
S DERBY :: 
Name . . . . . .  - ~  " ~ ' / ' " . . . -  ~ To be completed _______  '~2 
~ k ' ~ ~ - _ . .  [ '~" , .~darby  officials ~ ,.~ 
City - -  
ProD . . . . . . .  " - - - -  - Place Ca t. ~ 
• I . . . . . . . . .  I e_  , :." 
.!i 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.1E mailed. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 1978 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth 15.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 2S.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
yea- 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
• The Herald reserves, the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum pold 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of explr.y of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing: 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are. requested not 
to send ' orlgln,~ls of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after ~he first 
pobllcatlon. ' 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rotes available upon 
request, 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL lad 
I TRANSl  ENT AD-  
,VERTISlNG: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
i S4.eO per line per month. 
i (~ a 4 month basis only. 
i DEADLINE 
i DISPLAY: 
:4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
: pobllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other thin 
!BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
14, BUSINESS 
PERSONAL :. 
34,. FOR RENT 
MlSC  
38. WANTED MISC, ~I 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT 
: Herald In the event of failure 
i ~ ice  chergl',of'Sl;00 on all '  ' tolpUbllsh~an"~adverflsement 
, i / . hdq~E ::~ .:- " ,~:~" Ir~'th~.~nt 6f &'/~ errOr 
! . . . . . .  ' ' ap*peal'lng in the ad- 
WEDDING DESCRIP. vertlsement as published 
TIONS: shall be limited to the 
No charge provided news amount paid by the ad. 
submlfled within one month, vertlser for only one In. 
$5.00 production charge for correct Insertion for the 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN.  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5,50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths S.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 63S.63S7 
Classified Advertising Dept 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted Item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
I 
30. FURNITURE" 
& APPLIANCES 
32•. , 
MOTORCYCLES 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There is 
help 
Weight Watchers meeting Available! 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. Phone 635.5636 
at the Knox United Church  ALCOHOLICS 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue• ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p.m. United 
KJtlmat A.A. Construc~ion Church. 
Group ln Kltlmah telephone Mon. 8 p.m. • Alanon • 
632-3713. Skeena Health Unit. 
MEETINGS: Th,~rs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Monday - Step Meetings. Memorial Hospital. (notfn) 
0:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United Birthright Office 
Church. Alternative to Abortlor~ 
Fridays- Open Meetings 8:30 3.4621 Lakelse • 635.390/ 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday 1 p.m. • 3 p.m. 
Kitlmat General Hospital. and 4p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
AI-Anon Meetings. Tuesdays anytime: Lisa 635-3164, 
.8:00 p.m. United Church Carol 635-5136 (nc.ffn) 
(nc) 
41. MACHINERY L 
• FOR SALE 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clolhlng, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
seturdsys between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skesna Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Co,,~olllng 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
630-8388 
WANTED U()NAT IONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycllrKj or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
.8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets Call Birthright for an 
Monday evening--6:30 alternative to ahnrtlon 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church Phone 632.4607 ,~nytlme. 
basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Nech~Iko Centre. 
Skeena Health Unit 
321S.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
63S.6301 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
!:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhlll 
Elementary School on the 
fourth Frld~ly of every 
month .from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
pelntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munlzaflon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
fernoon at 1.2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
JULY 
Tuesday, July 10, 1979. Small 
Blngo 
Sunday, 'July 15, 1979. 
¢1,000.00 Blngo 
Tuesday, July 24, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 29, 
¢1,000.00 Bingo 
AUGUST 
Tuesday, August 7, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, AUGust 12, 1979. 
¢1,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, August 21, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, August 26, 1979. 
¢1,000.00 Bingo 
SEPTEMBER 
Tuesday, September 4, 1979. 
Small Blngo 
Sunday,September 9, 1979. 
¢1,000.00 :Bingo 
Tuesday, September 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, September 23, !979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
OCTOBER 
Tuesday, October 9, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, October 14, 1979. 
$2,000,00 • 
Tuesday, October 23, 1979. 
Smell B1ngo 
Sunday, October. 28, 1979. 
$3~000.00 Bingo 
NOVEMBER 
Sunday, November 4, 1979. 
$2,000.00 BIngo 
Tuesday, November 13, 1979. 
,Small Bingo 
Sunday, November 18, 1979. 
$2,00b.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 27, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
DECEMBER 
Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Suhclay, December 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, December 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC . . . . .  F~or.. more .Information ~ 
t~eld at 4612 Grteg ~venue'J~ .~.~'...:,,~,~ , ~ . :  ~.~,~ , p- ...... ~ '~ - ~ 
Hearing tests will bedone by "KERMOI)E FRIE~'~SHIP ! 
referral from famlly doctor SOCIETY 
or community health nurse• 4451 GREIG AVE. 
638.1155. TERRACE, B.C, 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office af No. 205.4621 Laz(~lle VaG 1M4 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 6354906 
Assessment and planning for (NC-23Oec) 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelte. Tel 635.9196. TO: 
Assessment and guidance FRED THOMAS TURNER: 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by TAKE NOTICE that an 
~nsultant. action hlis I~  commenced 
against you and Llnda Anne 
Kay, as Defendants, by 
NkOlarmld Lumber Ltd., as 
Plaintiff. The action will be 
NOTICE TO 
I.W.A. MEMBERS 
To all members covered 
by the I.W.A. Master 
agreement, we are In the 
process of taking the ballot 
on the proposed settlement 
of the coast forest Indus~y. 
Notice to the various sub. 
locals will be mailed out. If 
you are unable to vote at that 
time, you can come and vote 
In the I.W.A. office In the 
Terrace Hotel. Room No. 12 
from the hours of 1:00to 4:50 
p.m. up to and Including July 
23, 1979. (NC-23July) 
CWL Fall Bazzar will be held 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltes School 
Gym. (Nc.24Oct) 
I 
Rebekah Lodge Rummage 
Sale, Saturday, August 18th. 
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. 
Donations of articles ac- 
cepted. Phone 635.2794 for 
further Information. (NC. 
leAug) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, 
November 10th., Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe St. (NC- 
10Nov.) 
Terrace Christian Academy 
will be holding pre 
registration the week of July 
16-20th. This will be at 3341 
River Drive from 1 p.m. to6 
p.m. dally. For further In. 
formation please call 638- 
1561. (NC.18July) 
***,',','*',%..',.,','.**',',.,..**,.,.,..,,...*.,...., ,% ,~ 
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i:!~ BUYING? 
ii ' SELLING? 
ilii Use Classiflods 
iiil Phone 0354357 
~:i . . . . . .  :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
FLOOR Furniture, ap- 
pliances, power tools, hand 
tools, clean small cars, 
motorbikes, boats, motors or 
any other goods In ac- 
ceptable condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart, 
1979. ' Corner of Lakelsa & Apsley. 
6~-5172. '(Ctfn.29.06-79) 
INSIST ON THE 'BEST 
Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmlfty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(AM-6-6.79) 
ACCURATE PAINTING 
& DECORATING ' 
Interior & Exterior 
Brush Roller & spray 
For s Profeeslenal ob 
Call AI 638.8479 
Free Estimates 
(C20.14Aug) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
• 4546 Park Ave. Terrace 
635-7249 
(AM-4-07-79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(AM-6-6.79) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE 635.5340 after six 
(Ctfn-14-6-79) 
Babysitter wanted, full.time 
to come In. In Thornhlll area. 
Phone 635.9279. (CS-20July) 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
AVON REPRESEN.  
TATIVES TO WORK IN 
THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 
Copperslde Estates, Sandy, 
Mountvlew, & Crestvlew. 
Paquefte, Pine area, Phone 
Norma at 635.7,196. (Ctfn. 
M.W.F.-6.7-79) 
APARTMENT 
MANAGEMENT 
Experienced couple needed 
to manage apartment 
complex. Must be capable of 
tried et the Court HOuse, routine maintenance. 
Broadway and Kennedy, In ~ References required. Reply 
the City of Winnipeg, In 
Manitoba, on the 4th day of 
september, A.D., 1979 at the 
hour of 10:00 o'clock in the 
forenoon by a Judge of this 
Court, and at that time and 
place the Judge will proceed 
to try this action end all. 
questions which arise In, or 
which are necessary to be 
tried to completely dispose 
of, the same and to adlust he 
rights and Ilablllttel of the 
persons eppoarlng before 
him, or upon whom this 
notice has been served, and 
at the trial he ~,.. take all 
accounts, make all Inquiries 
and give ell directions and do 
ell things necessary to try 
and otherwise finally dispose 
of this action, and of all 
matters, questions, and 
accounts, arising therein, 
and will give all necessary 
relief to all parties. 
AND FURTHER TAKE 
NOTICE that, If you do not 
appear at the trial and prove 
your d'efence, if any, to the 
action, the proceedlnge wi l l  
be taken In your al~ence and 
you may be deprived of all 
benefit of the proceedings 
and your rights disposed of 
In your absence. 
signed this 25th day of June, 
A.D., 1979. 
TAYLOR, McCAF F R E Y 
(CAS) 
Barristers & Solicitors 
274 Garry Street 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3C IHS 
(A2.18July,25July) 
giving full details to Box i217 
care of Dally Herald. (Ca. 
23July) 
WORRIED ABOUT 
STRIKES AND 
LAYOFFS IN 
YOUR PRESENT JOB 
We are offering a secure, 
year round employment, for 
five people, no experience 
necessary. Income of I;460.00 
per week based on four or- 
ders. Must have car as a 
small amount of travelling Is 
necessary. Phone for ap. 
polntment 635.9726 and ask 
for Mr. Allan. (A4.20July) 
TEXAS OIL COMPANY 
urgently needs individual 
over 40 for protected In- 
dustrial sales territory. No 
relocation. AAA-1 firm 
established since 1933. 
Liberal commissions and 
bonus. Opportunity for 
advancement. For personal 
Interview, write R.A. Teal, 
Southwestern Petroleum 
Corporation, Box 789, For 
Worth, Tx. 76101. 
(A3.20July) 
HEATING 
ENGINEER 
REQUIRED 
• To operate, maintain and 
upgrade hot water heating 
plants and systems In 
schools. 
Day Shift. 
• Rate of pay $9.84 per hour 
as per C.U.P.E. Local 20S2 
contract. 
• Interesting and varied 
work. 
- 4th class ticket with plpe 
tiffing experience requlrod. 
Apply to: 
B.M. Graydon, 
P leasant  par t - t ime 
telephone appointment work 
from your home. $3 - $5 par 
hour to start. Work you own 
hours. Phone 638-1723. (C2- 
19July) 
Braid Insurance Agency 
Limited and Pruden & 
Currle (1976) Ltd. are now 
taking applications for: a 
general Insurance and real 
estate clerk. Applicants. 
must be willing to learn and 
to work with the public. 
Please apply In person to 
Wayne Braid at 4648 Lekelse 
Ave. (AS-20July) 
APPLICATIONS ARE 
INVITED FOR THE 
POSITION OF; 
SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE 
• SECRETARY 
Qualifications and Duties; 
- Typlng speed of at least 50 
W.P.M. 
• Able to operate usual office 
equipment 
• Set up and malntaln filing 
and record systems 
• Able to meet the public and 
handle routine office 
procedures 
Shorthand preferred but not 
essential 
SEKING 10 speed, Like new. 
Phone 638.1212. (Atfn-6.7.79) 
For Sale 1 set of the Home 
University Encyclopedia. 
One 21 hook set of Illustrated 
World Encycl0pedla with 
year books etc. All In ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 638. 
1982 after 5 p.m. (PS-20July) 
• cedar blocks 
• 2 horses 
• young turkeys 
-1961 Chev ~/2 ton pick up. 
Phone 635.3002 or 635.3816. 
(C3.20July) 
• SPOT (;ASH 
for 
Your old furniture, guns 
--what hove you. We bu 
• 'sell. swap. trade. 
QUEESNWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kelum St. 
Ph. 438-1613 
(effn-25.5.79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfe l lows  Ha11.3222 
Munroe. For further In• 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
• . Dictaphone transcription 635.5661. (Atfn.9,7.qg,) 
experience 
• Must als o have basic 
receRtlonlst skills 
This Is a porn~anent position ~T~g!ye ~W~,'.;S two-month- 
commencing August IS, I¢79 "oid~ikit~.~n'~'~ '. :E, xcellent 
at the New Alyensh/B0ard m0~rs~r  farn~ca'~ . Call 
, 635-9258. (stf-ffn), Office. . . . . .  .~,: . . . . .  . . . .  
Starting salary*is. $,l.0o;b;~ 
hour, which Is reviewed after 
a 3 month probation. 
Submlt applications to: 
Secretary.Treasurer 
School District No. 92 
(Nlsgha) 
4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(A3.18July) 
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Phone 635.6454 or 635.6757. 
(cffn-25.06.79) 
Needed ride Into'town week- 
days between 8:15 and 8:45. 
Llve'on Old Lakelse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638.1753 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC.Ctfn.stf) 
Moving & must sell a 7 piece 
Sanyo Stereo component 
system. For more In- 
formation phone 635-5316 
after S p.m. (P5-19July) 
Avocado green portable 
dishwasher, S190.00. Phone 
635-3483. (P3-19July) 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New 
engine, good condition. • 
$1,200 OBO. Phone 638-103~ 
after S p.m. {stfn.tfn) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 24 
foot beat. Phone 635.4777. 
(Ctfn.3.7.79) 
For sale 18 foot river boat 
with 50 H.P, Mercury with 
Jet. In very good condition. 
Phone 635.3286. (PS-20July) 
161/2 foot Lone Star fiberglass 
beat & trailer. New top, new 
windshield. Phone 635.5026. 
(P3.19July) 
18 foot Smoker Craft river 
beat with trailer. Phone 635- 
5605 after 5 p.m. (CS-24July) 
River BOat-2S foot aluminum 
455 Olds.Hamllton let. Near 
new. 300 hours on motor. 
S12000. Tandem trailer. ¢16- 
2350 Stewart. (P8-27July) 
21 foot Relnell Express 
Cabin cruiser, 302 Met- 
cruiser In-outboard. Depth 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & 
much more, Plusa tandem 
1978 G.S. 400 Suzuki Street . axle 
bike. Phone 635-7S19. (NCT- 
23July) 
1977 CB750F Supershoot 
Honda with wlndlammer. 
Low mileage. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.3824. 
(PI0-31July) 
76 suzuki GT 380. Good 
condition. Asking $1050.00 
O.B.O. Phone 5-3596 after 4 
p.m. (Pl0.30July) 
1978 650 Kawasakl. 1978 750 
Suzuki. Low mileage. Phone 
635.2173 or 635-2508. (P4- 
20July) 
1974 i25 Yamaha Enduro 
street dirt bike. Completely 
re-built motor. In good 
running condition. Asking 
1450. O.B.O. Phone 635-5316 
after 5. (PS-19July) 
1978 7S0 Yamaha Special, 
good condition, shaft drive. 
Asking $3500.00 Firm. Phone 
635.2137 after 6 and ask for 
Rick. (CS-1SJuly) 
Owner leaving town. must 
sell, Yamiba Endure 100 
street bike, Low millage. 
Asking $600.00. Phone 635. 
2145. (PS.20July) 
Full set of automotive 
Secretary-Treasurer, mechanic tools. Asking 
School District No. 8 $3000. Phone 638-1396. (C5. 
IKItlmat) 10July) 
1S15 Kingfisher Ave. 
Kltlmat, B.C. Six 17 Inch 8 Stud truck rims 
V8C lSS with 2 good summer fires. 
(A2.18,20July) Phone 635-5687. (CS-20July} 
trailer. 6000, Ibs. 
capacity. Must see to ap- 
preciate. Full price S13,900 
O.B.O. Phone 635.2083) (sff- 
fin) 
Electric sawmill Includes 3 
saw edger, cut off saw 8, 3 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
31 Nass Camp, B.C. (C15- 
23July) 
Quick sale by owner 3 
bedroom home. Owner 
leaving town. Furnished or 
unfurn ished.  Rent with 
option to buy. Phone 63S. 
4740. (P2-19July) 
A modern 3 bedroom home 
on Skeena Street with full 
basement. 1 roughed In 
fireplace, one completed 
fireplace, full carpeting In 
DR, L.R. & BRs. Price In. 
cludes frldge & stove. Drive 
by 2812 Skeene, then Inquire 
at 638.6802. (P12.27July) 
For sale: House, two 
bedrooms upst.~lrs, one 
bedroom downstairs. Also 2 
bedroom suite seperete. 
Close to town. Asking 
$38,500.00 only. For further 
Information please phone 
63S.44~. (CS.1BJuly) 
House for sale on 6.71 acres 
at .Woodland Park. Phone 
638.1714. (PS.18Juiy) 
~4 bedroom house In Terrace. 
Secluded with view. Carport, 
woodshed, & garden. Large 
lot. Evenings phone 635.3750. 
(PS-23July). 
HOME FOR SALE 
3 bedroom full basement, 
carport; greenhouse, storage 
shod. Garden planted, acorn 
fireplace, 11,~ baths. Quiet 
location 3319 Pheasant 
Street. For appolntment' to 
view please call 63S-5318. 
(CS-20July) 
3 bedroom house with full 
basement on 3 acres of land 
In quiet sub-division. 10 
rain,los drive from down. 
town. Selling price $49,000. 
Phone 63S.7578. (PS.23July) 
FOR SALE • BY OWNER 
Modem 3 bedroom home In 
horseshoe area." Gas heat. 
Full basement wit h family 
room. Shaw Fireplace. Cold 
storage. Workshop area. 
Sliding glass doors off Dining 
Room to large sundeck. 
Kitchen has additional 
eating area. Landscaped 
with fruit trees, resbperry 
bushes, ' garden and 
greenhouse. Please call for 
appointment to view 635. 
4287. (C10-30July) 
Wanted by August 31 2 
bedroom trailer or suite. 
Preferably In Thornhlll by 2 
reliable working woman. 
Reference available. Phone 
635.3004 after 3:00 or 635-4842 
anytime. (PS-19July) 
Reliable couple requires 2 
bedroom house or trailer. 
References available. Week. 
clays 8:30 to 4:30, 635-6255 
Local 52, Weekends after 5 
638.1080. (C6-20July) 
~...a~tod..to r e1.. 3f bedrog,~ 
i~se'  by' e Prln'.:e Rupe~ 
contractor for et least One 
year. Non-drinkers, non. 
smokers, no pets. Write to 
Box 1216 care of Dally 
Herald or phone 624.5083 
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
(PS-19July) 
Man 8, wife with 2 children 
wish to rent a 3 bedroom 
houle, duplex, or mobile 
home on or before Sept. 1st, 
1979. No pets. Good 
references. Phone 635.8935 
and ask for Pat. (P3-20July) 
For rent 900 square feet on 
second floor, air condltlohed. 
Located at 4823 Lakelse Ave. 
Phone 635-2552. (Ctfn-6•7-79) 
3300 sq. ft. warehouse -
office space. Close to town, 
paved parking are. Im. 
mediate occupancy. Phone 
635-5431 days, 635-7959 
evenln0s. (PS•laJuly) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
luring space available Ira. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
downtown location. Phone 
635.7840. (Ctfn•3.07-79) 
I I  
J Wirlhousl & rentil spice J 
available on new BY. I  
PalS. Phone 631•1166." 
(,Ctfn.03.07.,9) 
Lot on Lakelse Lake. Beam 
Station Road. Lot 5, Plan 
4546, District 6263. 90 foot 
'frontage. Asking $11,900.00. 
to reasonable offers. 
J. Antonlnko 
119012th Ave. 
Williams Lake, B.C. 
(C5.20& 27July) 
PROPERTY. 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
$51,500. Offers. For more 
Information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P,O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
63S•397S 
(tfn-stf) 
good condlllon. For more ,, ,o , ,A, ,  ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Information phone ~18-1434 Unfurnished. set up .  & ASSESSMENT 
after 5 p.m. (C~-19July) ~ in local trailer park, AUTHORITY 
Phene 635.9'/86., (Ctfn-28-1~ 
ign.Nova* 385 V.IL Auto., ~1 
P~S;/ P.B. Factory a i r  rn, ,~i-' 'o'7 12x68 three • oNOITnI~CETIO~L.' 
dlt . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  ~'~Er .a . * ' .  *' ""*no bedr**m Bend:x mob,e PROPERTV OW,SRS 
./(t, -laJ.Ulyl ~ 'J~me, Sklrtod andsat:up/n " 
._._ _ .  b.. '  _ . .~ . ,~r iandTra l le r  Court, "Under the provisions of the 
~v~ roro ualaxy .~g.~M,l~:,~i)lly furnlshnd In colonial A ,  essmedt "Acti property 
P.B,, V.8, Auto. Good run- . Style maple. Small IoaY 
nlng condlflon, Phonav635. sMck; For  ~kppolntment Ao 
424&I:(CS'~July) ...~ : view. phone ~15-50~ after 6 
V-a Vega, 'Immaculate, ~0. 
LT.1 12 bolt 4.20. Gears over, 
$7500.00 inveefed. Serious 
offers only phone 635-6844 
after 5,  p.m.  (C6 .  
~,n,13,16,1e,20ju~y}. 
1973 Belalr,'auto, V.0, P.S., 
P.B., radio, steel belted 
radials. 1 used '; elKtrolux. 
Phone 635.6672. (P3.20July) 
1971 Ford Galaxy',. 35000 
orlglnel miles. A.1 condition. 
Phone 635-3029. (PS-24July) 
For sale Pontiac Acadian, 
13,700 kllometres, price - 
$3900.00, In excellent'con. 
dltlon. Phone 798-2528. (PL- 
20July) 
1975 VW Beetle. 34000 miles. 
• Summer & winter tires. 
Phone 635.7875. (PS-24July) 
1972 Corvette, good ~nnlno 
c0ndltlon, many extras.. 
Phone 635-2248 deys.;~ 63s. 
2612 evenings. (P10.10July) 
1969 Chev Mallbu. In Very 
good running order. Asking 
2LSO.00. Phone after 3 p.m. 
635-3004 or 635-4842 anytime. 
(CS-19July) ,-~' . ,. 
i974 Astre ~ln excellent 
condition. Standard with 
tape deck & new tires. 
Asking $1800;00 or,best offor. 
Phone 635-9456. (PS-10July) 
? 
1¢,72 Ford Courier with 
canopy. Plane 635-7851 after 
6 p.m. (P10-30July) 
58, 
• TRUCKS 
1975 Chev ~/~ Ton 4x4. Step 
slde.4 speed. Phone 638-1121 
or 635.3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn- 
I-$-79) 
1975 Ford F-2SO 4x4. 350, V.8, 
P.S., P.B. complete with 
canopy, 23 channel CB, hNIn 
CB oriels, g track tape 
player. EvenlnQs please 
Lldlonel 63545ff. )Ctfn:l~06. ~)- .... ~-~.,~ • -~,,.;.~,,, 
W/2 GMC V~ ton. Very well 
looked after. 1700 mlles on 
hans. & engine. $4000 Flrm. 
Phone 635.6502 and ask for 
Rlck. (CS.18July) 
MUST SELL 1978.14x70 
Meadowbrooke mob|le 
home. Fully skirted & set up 
In Terrace Trailer Court. 
Phone 635.4655, (P$.20July) 
1970 Double wlde 3 bedroom 
furnlshed. Very good con- 
dltlen, well kept. $22,500.00. 
Phone 635.6715. (P10.19July) 
1974 3 bedroom 24x62 Knight 
dot)blewlde, eltusted on 
acre landscaped lot st 
CLpperslds Subdivision. Has 
vegetab le  garden ,  
greenhouse, smoke house, & 
shed. Excellent condition. 
Fqeaee call after 5 p.m. 63.5- 
3014. (C10.23July) 
Well Kept 1970 12x60'Mobile 
Home, 10x24 addition, acorn 
F,P. & Ver~da; $10,600.00 
Skirted &, set up in .tra"er 
park. Call after 6 p.m, 638. 
p.m. (CT.20July) 
1974 12xd8 Sefeway Bone 
Vista 3 bedroom fully• fur. 
nlsbed mobile home. For 
appointment to view please 
phone 63.5-5077. (P10.~July) 
Glendale mobile home for 
sale. 12x46. Must be seen to 
be appreciated, unfurnlshed. 
10x32 foot addition with 
bedrooms ttached, finished. 
For appointment to "view 
phone 635-7949, 635.9991. 
(P20.31July) 
3 bedroom doublewlde for 
sale. Located on large treed 
lot. Fireplace, 2 baths, on 
wafer system. Also large 
workshop. Phone 63.5.4246 for 
appointment o view. (C20. 
30July) 
~12x48 Deluxe Mol~.le Home. 
.Wall te wall carpet. 
Fireplace, built In bar, 
~ her & dryer, deep freeze, sole color T.V. Fully 
furnished. Welt kept. Used 
only 1 year. Will consider to 
rent with option to buy. Wrl)e 
to Bo;( 1218 care of Dally 
Heraid, Terrace, B.C. (P3. 
19July) ~ ' 
1~x60 3bedroom trailer with 
raised living rogm. 10x24 
addition. Set~ up In a Thor- 
nhill h~s!l~ipark. ' Must be 
~m tQ~ e~reclate~. 63a. 
1269or ~.~75. (p|0:20July) 
1976 Security, truck gasper, 
Firm. For eppulfltn'ient o 
view phone 635.3310. (C5- 
2,t July) 
Starcraft H.T. tent trailer. 2 
years old, sleeps 6. Frldge & 
stove & furnace~ Porta Pottle 
& canopy Included. Is .  
maculate condition. Phone 
635-3241. (P8.27July) 
days, 635:7467 evenings. (C5- 
17Jly) 
1977 Chev van. 19000 miles, 3 
way frldge, heater, stove. 
Asklng $9,500.00. Must be 
seen to be approclated. 
Phone 635-6~71. (P10.30July) 
Why Rent? 
ComPletely camperlzed 26 
foot bus motoi" home. Sleeps 
5. Motor & tires In. excellent 
condition. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635.3692 
after 6. (C10.16July) 
1916 7V~ toot travel mate 
camper. Excellent condition. 
Suitable for ~a ton, shortbox 
pick up or Import .pick up. 
• Extras. Phone 63.5.3795 after 
6p.m. (PS.lSJuly)" 
For sale 1 bore-14 months 
old. Never been bred. Asking 
$140.00. Phone 635-4371. (PS. 
30July) 
Topquality hay. Reasonable 
price. Pick up on field next to 
Highway 16 In Slithers. 
1972. (Cffn.01.06.79) 
1976 Bendix Paramount 
12)(64 mobile home. Fur. 
nlture Included. All In ex. 
cellent condition with axles, 
63(6 blocking, 250 gallon oll 
tank. Prlced for quick sale at 
S12,000.00. Must be moved. 
PhOne 63.5.2603. (P5.24July) 
• Phone e47.3563 or Box 487 
Slithers. (C5.23July) 
HAY FOR SALE 
READY NOW 
off ttle field. At Woodcock. 8 
miles from Kltwenga or 
phons 849.5,104. (P2-19July) 
W/7' Atco mobile home. 3 
bedroom, furnished with 
many extras. Located In Usk 
63,5-3002 or 635.3816. For rent 
or sale. (C3.20July) 
For sale 1972 12x68 Estate 
mobile home In good con- 
dltlen. Set up on spacious lot 
at Terrace Trailer Park. 
Phone 63,5.9768. (PS.2SJuly) 
For'Sale: 12x56 mobile home 
end full Imgth addition on V= 
ocre. 3 bdrms., dlnlng rm., 
L,R. wffh fireplace; Fruit 
trees, berry bushes, garden, 
landscaped. Offers. 635-3271 
after 5 p.m. (stf-ffn) 
~MUST SELL 1973 Nor. 
western trailer (12 foot x SO 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fully 
furnished wlth washer & 
dryer. Includes additional 
room (9 feet x 12 feet) & 
covered p~rch. Located on 
private land In Thornhlll. 
Must be seen to be ap. 
preclstsd. Reasonable offer 
accepted. Phone 635.3637 
doy~, 6311.1985 evenings. 
(Cffn.13-&79) 
FOR SAL E 
AND REMOVAL 
AND-OR DEMOLITION 
I only, 24x40 double wide 
mobile home located on 
South Hazelton school 
grounds 
10 years old 
- 2 bedrooms with utility 
room, kitchen, living room 
and dining room 
• complete with oll furnace & 
plumbing fixtures 
'. home on cement ring wall 
. approximately 900 square 
feet. 
• ring wall to be removed and 
site left clean clear & level 
within sodeys of acceptance. 
Any. bid not necessarily 
accepted. Bids Close: 12 
noon July 27, 1979. 
Bids to be made in writing 
to: / 
School District No. 68 
(Terrace) 
Purchasing Agent 
P.O. Box 159 
Terrace, British Columbia 
" VeG 4N 
(A3.13,111,25July) 
NOTICEOF 
: .APPLICATION FOR 
CHANGEOF 
NAME 
NOTICE IS hereby given 
that an application will be 
made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant fo th 
provisions of 1he "Change of 
owners who have owned and Name Act," by me:- Debra 
lived In their homes con" Ann Hal[am of No. 3.4243 
tlnously from January 1,1959 Mark Rd. In Terrace, In the 
.to the  pr4"sant,, may be Province of British 
eligible to have the 1980 Columbia, To change my 
assessed value of thelr land name from Debra Ann 
based on Its renldentlal use Halloa to Debra Ann 
The Herald, Wednesday, July 18, 1979, PaEe t 
enly, regardless of the fact Lcewen 
Cities lays 
I Offits sales staff 
P~rovlr4m o~ ~ U.~st~y of 
I ~  Forests 
STAND 
• TENDING ,-,~u.rm~,-~ CALGARY (CP) -- Finan- in the Si/preme Court of 
• . . . . .  " . " " "  . dally•troubled Abacus Cities ~A]beTta, under provisions of 
e.*: . . ,  '--dera for the Ltd.comple(edaiayoffofits The Bankruptcy Act, a 
• . ~ '~"  ~'": . i '. v _ . ,  , entire sales staff Monday, in F~oposal to restructure its 
-.TOIlOWlng ' stone Teno!ng ~f&~.f *,,trine ~ aft. it~ r.hh~f 
. . . . .  - -  . . . . . . .  0 ~ . . . . . .  management operaUoas and coptract(s) will be recalved • ~ - . . . .  • source ot zuncm, its debt payments. 
by the Regional Manager, Met ~,zusllo nT.~ldpnf nf ~ the creditors reject th# 
Ministry of Forepts, Prince ,1ph,~";/.;i.--~i'~d%llV't"~'~t'.~- "  
Rupert, B.C.,. on the dates th"e--Ca']~ar~'*~ase'~ "~" - .p roposaLs ,  ' Abacus 
automatically moves lot( shown below, , ' 
• Contrad ST103F~0.6 JS & development company, bankruptcy with its future 
would not reveal the number left to the trmtee and in- 
RF Located Maude Island, laid off. But he:did confirm spoctoz~, appointed by the 
Queen Charlotte. Island thattheenUrss~lesotaffhad creditors. 
Ranger District Number of been let go. Without a aaies staff 
hetares ,16.3 Viewing date Sources  ind icated;  
Zwalg said his f i rm's  
dozen aeootmtsnts, as well 
as those from the Alberta 
Seeurt~ Commmlan and 
the RCMP, likely will still be 
tryin8 to sort out Abaeus's 
oubeldtary accounts well into- 
August. He added, however, 
the report on 'the company's 
financial pesition will be 
available prior to the 
meetin~ of creditors, ten- 
tstively scheduled for late 
August. 
that Its actual value may be Dated this 16 day of July,. July 23rd 1979, leaving 
higher d'ue to Influences of a A.D. 1979 Rangers Station 9:00 a.m. 
non.residential nature. An ~ • 
example would be a 
residence In a commercial 
area. " 
To da is  eligibility It Is 
necessary for you to file an 
application with the Area 
Assessor on or before Sap. 
ternber 1st, 1979. 
If you consider that your 
property cou d qualify under 
this provlslon, you are urged 
to contact the Area 
Assessor's office Im - 
medtstely and obtain the 
form of appllcet on. (known 
as  A.C. 25). 
H,R. Jones 
NORTHWEST AREA 
ASSESSOR 
4544 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace,B.C. 
Pho~e No. 638-1116 
(A1.18July) 
NOTICE 
OF PARTIAL 
RIGHT,OF.WAY * 
CLOSURE 
Notice isglven pursuant o, 
Section 11 of the "Highway 
Act, that a road Right-of. 
Way (:rested under the 
i~'()vlslons of Section 8 of the 
"Highway Act"  within 
Crown Land at Tatogga Lake 
opposlte Mlnlstry of Tren- 
SlX)~atlon, Communlcatlons 
and Hlghways Malntenance 
Eetabllshn~eht Reserve on 
Hlghway No. 37 Is hereby 
.dlscontlnued and closed as a 
publlc Hlghway. 
Signed, 
The Honorable 
A.V. Fraser 
Minister of Transportation 
(A4-11,18,25July,lAug) 
Dabble Hallos •NOTE: Viewing of the Stand 
(A1.18July) tending site prior to sub- 
miffing a fender for this 
NOTICEOF contract Is mandatory. 
APPLICATION FOR Deadline for receipt of 
CHANGE OF , tenders IS 1:30 p.m. July 30th 
NAME , ,1979, 
NOTICE Is hereby given Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and In the 
that an application will be envelopes supplied which, 
• medetothe Dlrectorof Vital' with particulars, may be 
Staffs.tics for a change of obtained from the Forest 
name, pursuant to the Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
provisions Of the "Change of from the Regional Manager, 
Name Act," by Me:- Joyce Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Ethel Matzke of 3964 Old Rupert, B.C. 
Lakelen Lake Rd. In  The lowest or any tender 
Terrace, in the Province of will not necessarily be ac- 
British Columbia, as ceptod. 
follows:• To change my "THISCALLFORTENDER 
name from Joyce Ethel IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
Motzke to Joyce Ethel THE CANADA BRITISH' 
NelmstMotzke COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
Date this 176h day of July, FOREST MANAGEMENT 
A.D.. 1979 AGREEMENT." 
Joyce Ethel Matzke (A10-20July)." 
(A1.lOJuly) 
)m!mmmmmmmmmmmm 
,m immmmmmmmmmmm ' Lend a 
hand.. .  
to  clean 
our  land 
@ 
PlTCH.IN'79, 
Keep 
 /,Canada , . 
Household Rea l~.  
•'  SECON~ MORTGAGES'nu~ ~ .',~ ~,  
No bonuses .~.~,~ i" 
No brokerage feee..,- 
No finder's.fees~,~;';, :: 
FAST SERVi~I :~'' 
3ome on in or call lhe nearesl 
olfice of Household Finance 
Ask for Mortgage Service.s 
TERRACE 
410e Lakelse Avenue. 
6SS.7207 
CANADA 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS for the projects listed below, 
~ldressed to the Director, Engineering and Ar- 
cnltenturall Services, Department of Indian and 
Northern Affairs, P.O. Box 10061, Pacific Centre, 700 
• West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C., VTY 1C1, and 
endorsed with the project name will be received unt0 
the specified closing time and date. 
Tender Dooumehts can be obtained from the above 
noted Department of Indian Affairs, Vancouver Office, 
(146h Floor, Pacific Centre) or NorthWest District 
Office, 3219 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., o n payment of . 
eppllcable deposit. 
/ . 
Tender Documents may also be viewed et construction 
associations In the following locations: Vancouver, 
Burnaby, Prince George, Prince Rupert and Terrace. 
PROJECT 
Prolect No. 38938 Subdivision Services. 
Construction of approximately 1,160 lineal ft. of gravity 
sewers,, sewer eervlces, manholes, a sewage lift 
station, ~nd 700 lineal ft. of forcemeln~ 660 lineal ft. of 
watermelns, water eervk:es and hydrants, 180 lineal ft. 
of elnctrlc powerllne, 1,050 ft. of boardwalks, a fire 
hydrant In the maln village and all appurtonent work 
more particularly described In the contract 
documents. 
Location: Kulksyu Indian Reserve Nn 4& 4A- approx. 
112 km S.E. of Prince Rupert, B.C. . 
Closing Date: 2:00p.m. (I~DT)/~ugust 7,1979 
Deposit: $50.00 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Deposit for Plans and Speclflcetlons must be made In 
the form of a CERTIFIED BANK CHEQUE to the 
order of the Receiver General for Canada and will be 
refunded on return of the documehts prepaid and In 
good condition within one month of ten~ler oponlng 
data. 
To be considered, each tender'must be submitted on 
the forms provided by the Department according to the 
conditions et forth therein and must be accompanied 
by the security spectfled on the tender documents. 
The lowest or any tender will not neceesarlly be ac. 
cepted. 
W.S. Eddy, P.Eng., 
Director, Engineering 
And Architecture 
Deportment of Indian Affairs 
& Northern Development 
B.C. Region 
Abacus no l~ger has the 
however, that 70 persona in ,means to sell its pri~Ip]e Thorne Riddell has celled 
Abae~ offices throughout produ~:t, interests in in demand loans made to 
Alberta and British' development pooJeets which directors and management 
Columbia were given notice serve as tax havens for during the nine-year llfe of 
on Friday and Monday. middleiacome clients, the company. 
A former executive of 
Equivest SeeurilJes Ltd,, the 
selling arm of Abacus Cities, 
said the dismissal notices 
are meaningless beeau e 
there wasvirtually no sales 
staff left, He said meet left 
when the company was 
placed in receiversh/p, 
The company f,ed June 29 
~ . ~  ,.~.; .i 
Save $50. Sears 
rebuilt engines 
Guaranteed 24 months or 24,000 
miles. Enloy brand new engine 
~o~irformance. Shop Sears 
eyl 
Dodge ~61.,74 ' 
(225cu.ln.) 
with trsde~ 
$4,17.00 
Reg. ~1~7.00 
ouarentea 
Completeenginee (with heads) 
Installed .in passenger cars In 
normal use ere guar. against 
defects In workmanship or 
materlol| for 62,000 m.12 
months at no cost(replacement 
or labor). 
Fast Dldlvery from' our Van- 
couver engine depot. Call Sears 
today. Phone 63S.6~1 
Bdt i~h~mbia  ..... 
• Bui ldings CorpOration . . . . . . . .  
_ Invitation to Tender 
Sealed Tenders, marked' "VENICLE EXHAUST 
SYSTEMS, MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION, 
COMMUNICATIONS ANO HIGHWAYS GARAGES, 
ATLIN, S.C.: DEASE LAKE, B.C.: AND GOOD HOPE 
• LAKE, EkC;" will be received up to 3i00 P.M. August 
15,1979, end those available at that time will be opened 
in public at 4827Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K7. 
Tender documents may be obtained at the above ad. 
dress. 
Tenders may be viewed et Amalgamated Construction 
Aseoclatlen, 2a75 Oak Street, Vanceuuer, B.C.; Bulklay 
Valley. Lakes District Construotlon Asooclstlon, 4124 
Railway Avenue, Slithers, B.C~; Prince George 
Conetru¢tlon Asenclatlon, 3151:-. tMh Avenue/PHnce 
George, B.C.; Prince Rupert Co,strKflon ASeeclgtlon, 
NO.2 - 2U Third Avenue West; PriMo Rupert, B.C.; 
Ta.rrace. Kltlmat Construction Association, 4931 Kslth 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ' 
Tenders must be flied on the forms provided, In sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
Enquiries may be dlrnct to the Building ,Manager, K.L. 
Eastman, 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K7, 
telephone i38-1161 or Technical Services Manager, Mr. 
C.W. Wolf, ~275 Qulnn Street, Prince George, B.C. V2N 
.2X4, telephone S124131. 
ATTENTION 
I.W.A. members In good standing. If you heCe not 
voted cln the new agreement and your crew has already 
voted, come to'the unlon office, room No. 12, Terrace 
Hotel and cast your vote. It is Important thatthe vote 
represents the wishes of the malority. 
Hours of v0tl.~g: 
Weekdays 1.4:30 p.m. 
Saturday, July 21st 10.4 p.m. 
BiLL HUTCHISON 
' Buelness Agent, 
I.W.A¢ LocM't~71 
British Col,',mbia - 
Buildings Corporation 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed• Tenders, marked "COMPUTER ROOM, 
SMITHERS PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT. 
BUILDINO',wlII be received upto 3,00 P.M. August 2, 
1979, end those available at that time will be opened In 
public at 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VaG 1K7. 
Tender documents may be obtained at t~  above ad- 
dress. 
Tenders may be vtswed at Anlllglmltesl Construction 
,Assoc~ldlon, 2675 Dek Street, Vancouver, B.C.,~ Butklsy 
Valley - Lakes DIMrict Construction Asescletiea, 4124 
Railway Avenue, SmHhers, B.C./ Prince George 
Construction Aesoclatlon, 31.51. IMh Avonua, Prince 
George, B.C.a Terrace . Kltlmat Construction 
Assaclaflen, 4951 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
. Tenders must be filed on the forme provided, in sealed, 
J clearly marked envelopes. 
| Enquiries may be dlrocted to the Building Manager, 
I K.L. Eastman, 4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V0G 
'~"~"  ge, B.C~*~'~'2N ki) telephone .24i))2 ..... 
• . ~ 
sMITHERS COMMUNITY LAW CENTRE 
• requlresa 
LEGAL I NFORMATION COUNSELLOR 
Duties include: 
--provide legal Information and direct 
client casework. 
--organizing and participating in a com. 
munity workshops. 
Qualifications: 
--ability to deal with clients and agencies, 
verbally and in writing, work with Board 
and staff. 
---relate to community needs. 
Appl i~nt must be wll!ing to travel and 
undertake spec!allzed training. 
Salary: 
$13,656 p.o. (under review) 
Submit resume by 20th July, 197.9 to Box 
2904, Smlthers 
IMMIGRATION COUNSE LLOR 
Employment & Immlgratton Canada 
Cenecia Immigration Centre 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
This competition Is open to beth men and women who 
are resldents o/the province of British Columbia and 
Yukon. 
SALARY: $17,859. $20,120 per annum 
,DUTIES: Determlnea the eligibility of sponsorship, 
end assesses the settlement arrangements and the 
undertaking of support for prospective Immigrants; 
participates In the control and prevention of violations 
of the Immigration Act and Regulations and where 
appropriate apprehends Individuals; aselsts' In the 
settlement, of persons admitted to Canada as per. 
manent residents. 
QUALIFICATIONS: Demonstrated capacity for a'd- 
mlnlstratlvo work combined with the ability normally 
required to complete secondary school education. 
Experience, with good results, In work • aselgnments 
Involving personal contacts which have required the 
Interprete'floq and enforcement of provisions of acts, 
regulations and direct!yes. Knowledge of English Is 
eseentlsl. 
Additional Job Information le available by writing to 
the address below. 
"route Information relative ace concours est dleponlble 
on francelset pent etre obtenua en ecrlvant a I'edressa 
sulvente. 
Send your application 'Mrs and.or resume, quoting 
Reference Number 79.V.CEIC.60, before July 26, 1979 
to: W.G. Duncan, Reglonol Staffing Officer, Public 
Service Commleslonof Canada, P.O. Box 11120, Royal 
Centre, 500.1055 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 31,.4 Clearance Number: 719.177,106. 
RADIO 
COMMUNICATIONS 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
Canadian General Ellclrlc Co. Lid. Mobile Radio Department 
hat restructured Its marketing organization ;n B,C. aa a result 
there Is an Immodlate openln0 for e communications system 
sales representative In Terrace. 
INDUSTRY 
World imergy and fuel shortages have made mobile radio the 
fastest 6rOwln0 "industry In electronics In North America. 
ceneOlan General Ele~rlc wl~ a complete line of highly 
mglnonrM end long acceptacl ommunications products Is e 
malor supplier to this Industry. 
EXPERIENCE: 
Applicants should have previous sales experience and a suc- 
cessful track record In the Industrial marketplace, preferably 
InTerface. A basic knowlMoeof alactronlcawlthoneor more 
years experience In FM communication systems ts highly 
deslrabts. The luccessfuI applicant will receive product 
training oddltlonal sales training and centlnuM management 
support. 
SALARY AND BENEFITS: 
Your starting salary will be commensurate with experience 
and background. A company car, expense account end full 
CGE benefits package Including mMIcal, distal, drug, 
'disability and pension plans will be provldM In addition to thts 
fixed salary career position. Salary reviews are balm on 
overall performance and occur early. 
APPLICATION: 
Provide full resume and~r completM CGE employment 
oppllceflon form to: 
Mr. Mark Brekke 
CanMlen General 
Electric Co. Ltd. 
Mobile Radio Osparlmant 
30108 Kalum St. 
Terr=co, n C. 
Te e~hone No. A35.6271 
Selecled applIcents Will I~ contactM and lhtm'vlews will be 
conductod by appointment only on July 30 end 31 In Terrace by 
Mr. Norm walker, Oletrlct Sales Mana0er, Northern) B.C. 
1 
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Lady Lawyers-- 
Legal Sheagles? 
By Abigai l  Van  Buren 
,~, 1979 by Chicago Tribune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I note that :'~u frequently advise readers 
with legal problems to "com~. t a lawyer, and pay him for 
what he knows." 
That's excellent advice. But today, when approximately 
25 percent of the graduating classes of most law schools are 
women, your readers could wind up paying a lawyer for 
what sAe kngws. And it would still be a good investment. 
MS. PERLMAN, ST. PAUL, MINN. 
DEAR MS. Thanks for keeping me on my toes. Mandy 
gtellman, a lady lawyer and vocal feminht in Milw;ukee, 
ha8 been chastising me for years for referring to lawyers as 
"him," 8orry. Old habits d/e hard. Rutrm learning. 
DEAR ABBY: A reader asked why so many children from 
"better" homes who have never known poverty or depriva- 
tion have turned to crime and violence. 
By way of explanation you quoted PARENTS ma azine. 
"A peek inside the middle-dass home will reveal achill who 
lives with two adults-but has no real parents." 
As a veterinarian; I have noted a similarity between the 
behavior of pet dogs left unattended all day long while the 
family is at work or at school, and the behavior of children. 
who also, unfortunately, receive little attention or love 
because so-called parents are too preoccupied tospend time 
with their children. 
Dogs become destructive and chew furniture, shoes, 
pillows and the like in an effort to get attention. You will 
find that children also become destructive, vandalizing prop- 
erty and injuring people in an effort to secure the attention 
that they, as individuals, desire and need. Thirty years of 
teaching experience has taught me that the child without 
love in the home is the problem individual in the classroom 
and on the street. 
DAVID C. TUDOR, V.M.D. 
DEAR DR. TUDOR: WeU s~l .  
DEAR ABBY: Now that vacation tir~e is here, I have a 
word for those who take pictures and show them around: 
Please, do not feel that you have to identify every person 
in every picture. For example: 
"S h " • eet e man on the r ight-the one with the red jacket7 
Well, hls name is John Smith. He lives in Ferndale. His wife, 
Stella, is the one standing next to the woman in t, reen who's 
h~ ding the poodle whose name is Fifi who used t'o belong to • 
tn eoupie on tne left who live in Podunk. Now the ones in 
th middle are Betty and Harry... 
ABC IN PORTOLA VALLEY 
DEAR ABC: You have I lot of company. And while we're • 
on the subject el vacation pictures, readers, please be con- 
slderato end limit your show-and-toll snapshots only to 
those that ¢sene nt well, and, have heart, not more than' 
half a dozenl l 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "MR. Z IN LAGUNA": One of the 
greatest virtues Is "forgiveness." Best described: 
Forgiveness iS the frqp'ance of • violet on the heel of the 
one who crushed it. 
Do you wish you had more friends7 For the secret of 
popularity, get Abby'a new booklet: "How To Be Popular; 
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send $1 with a long, 
serf-addressed, stamped i~8 cents) envelope to Abby, 13~ 
Lnsky Drive, Beverly Hills, CalIL 90ZIZ. 
Your Individuai .-~I I " , ' 
Horoscope 
_ _  Frances Drake 
What-kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the  stars say, read the 
forecast given for your birth 
Sign. 
ARIF_~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. i9) "~'&~-----~ 
Optimisn about a pleasure 
trip, creative project or 
romantic interest is justified. 
Family interests too are  
favored. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
You'll come to a domestic 
decision that makes the whole 
family happy. Financial gains 
from real estate ventures are 
possible. You're articulate. 
GEMINI ! !~ f. 
(May 21 to June 201 
Banish hidden doubts about 
par~erships. A good talk 
a l lev ia tes  indec is ion.  
Research investment matters.. 
Accent on harmony. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) WI~ 
Matters of friendship and 
social life have you in a 
buoyant mood, but watch 
careless thinking about  
finances. Be a bit skepticaL 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) J~t . ] l~  ' 
Intuition may be faulty re 
career. Do further research. 
Your expressive mal~er wilts 
you the admiration of others. 
Optimism prevails. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You'll come up with the 
right answers through con. 
templation. Friends at a 
distance provide a needed 
spark to your social ife. 
LmRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) . I t .&& 
Check with superiors about 
investment planning. Scin- 
tillating exchange of ideas 
with friends. New contacts 
share your interest& 
SCORPIO I I~f ,  
(Oct. 23 to Nov: 21) 
Presentation f ideas brings 
career benefits and possible 
finaneial remuneration. Be 
attentive to the creative 
thoughts of close ones, SAGrrrARIUS ~,~4~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Once you put your mind to 
it, you'll accomplish much ut 
work. Travel plans proceed 
without a hitch. News from 
afar is encouraging. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~  
(I~ec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Side.qtep dubious in- 
volvements based on wishful 
thinking. Fun activities with 
children and romantic in- 
terests .  Financial. gain 
possible. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan, 20 to Feb. 18) 
Save time fo r  home am. 
provement projects. Part- 
nership accord leads to in- 
spirational thinking. Good 
fellowship marks this happy 
day. 
PISCES X ~  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Discussions at work are 
• fruit ful .  Capitalize on 
creativity. Local visits should 
prove entertaining. Spun- 
taneity should be encouraged. 
ff¢ll t^l 
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"Where do you want the WZ'  ,, 
,:IR(')SSWORD 
ACROSS 36 "-- Time, DOWN 
l Petty Next Year" 1 Selitary 
quarrels 37 Drink. 2 Entreaty . 
6 Ending for sparingly 3 US president 
land or sea 38 Small 4 Ancient king, 
12 Street crime demon popularly 
13 Actress 40 Frightens 5 Changes in 
• Francis 42 Evil production 
t4 Chemical 44 Sweetsop l rate 
compound 46 Soccer great 6 Undermines 
15 Kind of 50 Unwilling 7 Shouts 
talk? 52 Garment 8 Berlin's 
16 Knieks or worker "-- Alone" 
Steelers 54 Signify 9 Ancient 
17 Scottish 55 Not passiv e British monk 
Gaelic 56 Rega'rd 10 Son of Seth 
19 Hoofed highly l l  Stitches 
mammal 
20 Start for 
bums or 
board 
22 Sink in the 
middle 
24 Part of 
"to be" 
27 Actress 
Gordon 
29 "-- Is Just 
a Bowl of 
Cherries" 
32 Business 
venturers 
35 Cause 
fatigue 
57 "We hold - 12 "Some 
truths, .." Like It - - "  
Avg. solution time: 22 mln. 
.I~IAIDIAII~I I IDI i I iw l  I l(: 
I_O~!EILIE~IE~I ~ INIC 
IBIEIAI Ir lNITI~IDINITI  _~ 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
18 Go hack 
over 
21 Choler 
23 Relative 
of beer 
~4 Moist 
25 Cuckoo 
26 Shrill - 
28 Surgical 
instrument 
30 Between 
Thurs. 
and Sat. 
31 Moot gift 
33Ad .-- 
(to the 
. purpose) 
34 Kind of 
moon 
39 Glass 
ge m 
41 I11 will 
42 Covmnanded 
43 The 
birds 
45 Pour 
47 Ancient site 
of Olympic 
games 
48 "I -- Lucy" 
49 Before 
51 Fish eggs 
53 German 
exclamation 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
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CRVP~OQU~P 6-9 
UETUZQZX U JUUGZR N JQMZX NYLM" 
EUEQNTZMN JURGXZ XYLM 
Yesterday's Ci3~toqdp - -  CAGEY SECRET AGENT IS A 
PRESCIENT SPY. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: L equals W 
The Cryp.toqulp is a simple substitution cipher in wMch each " 
letter used stands for another. If you.think that I equak O, it 
w~.equal 0 throughout he puzzle. Single lettem, short words, 
ann words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is acccmplisbed by trial and error, 
© 1tPlt K ing  Features Syf ld lca le,  IrlC. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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